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Abstract

Two-dimensional materials are a topic of research on material science that has
been growing since its inception, once Novoselov and Geim obtained graphene
from graphite with a simple but brilliant method: the micromechanical (or scotch
tape) exfoliation technique. Now, with more fundamental knowledge about them
and a wider panoply of exfoliable materials, the interest in the field is still in-
creasing.

This thesis presents the study of the optical properties of a set of less stud-
ied two-dimensional materials (hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) and InxGa1−xSe)
and heterostructures with more known ones, such as two-dimensional perovskites
and transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs). This study will begin by describ-
ing in detail the setups and methods that were used to prepare the samples:
micromechanical exfoliation, a good substrate selection and how to deterministi-
cally transfer material from one sample to another.

It will follow by explaining the techniques and setups used to characterize
the materials described in this thesis, such as optical microscopy, photolumines-
cence measurements (PL), both at room and low temperature (RT, LT), X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), the implementation of PL mapping to our
setup through Python coding and the refurbishing of an out-of-service glovebox
to implement an inert environment where to prepare samples not exposed to air.

From there, the characteristics of color emitters in hBN will be explored,
from their generation by thermal treatment processes to their optical proper-
ties, and how substrate selection affects them. Their photoluminescence will be
explored, and their usability as possible single-photon emitters will be discussed.

To continue the work, we present and discuss the optical properties of
heterostructure devices formed by the stacking of hBN nanosheets and two-
dimensional perovskites. Other works have been focused on protection from en-
vironmental factors, but a deeper look into its PL emission seems to suggest that
hBN can adopt an active role and act as a van der Waals passivator, allowing
crystals with a high defect level to show the exciton fine-structure of the per-
ovskite. This hypothesis will be reinforced with modelling of the system and the
geometric overlap between hBN and the perovskite lattices.

After that, we present the work related to a even lesser used material :
InxGa1−xSe, a ternary compound constructed from indium selenide (InSe) with
a growing concentration of gallium. Its chemical make-up will be confirmed
through XPS measurements and its optical properties studied through its PL



emission. Then, a graphical approach will be taken with intentions of trying to
separate PL emission shifts of quantum confinement from a possible shift due to
the inclusion of gallium in the material.

As the last experimental study in this thesis, a collaboration between our
research team and the Fraunhofer Institute for Applied Solid State Physics (IAF)
to measure Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) between NV centers and
TMD samples will be described in detail, starting by describing the basics of
TMDs and nitrogen vacancies (NV) in diamond substrates and then the experi-
ments that resulted from their combination. This work is being continued to this
date, and hopefully will offer more results beyond replication.
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1 Introduction

This chapter will take care of setting up the basis of the whole thesis work,
with an introduction that delves into the brief history of two-dimensional (2D)
materials, from the first work about experimentally obtained graphene to the
current works on twisted bilayer graphene, passing through the work performed
on transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) and other layered semiconductors
like those of the III-VI family (InSe, GaSe) or hexagonal boron nitride (hBN).
After this brief look into the history of the field, some core concepts will also be
explained: the bulk structure of layered materials, exfoliation techniques and van
der Waals heterostructures. As these details are explained, examples of materials
and their properties will also be given to support why the field is key to the future
of material science. From there, the objective of the thesis will be explained in
detail, from the premises upon which the work has been laid onto the projects
that have been undertaken to achieve it.

1.1 Two-dimensional materials

Decades ago, 2D materials were thought to be thermodynamically unstable at
any finite temperature due to thermal fluctuations in the lattice. In spite of
this, the concept of graphene was theoretically explored in 1947 by P. R. Wal-
lace as a way to better understand the bulk form for it, graphite [1]. From
there, some attempts to obtain few-layered graphene or even single-layer were
performed, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) pictures were obtained for
them around 1948 [2]. There were different approaches, such as growing graphite
on top of other materials or reducing graphene oxide to obtain similar samples
to graphene that allowed to start exploring their properties. However it was not
until Novoselov and Geim in 2004 obtained graphene through the simple method
of micromechanical cleaving, also called the scotch tape technique, that the field
was really jump-started [3]. The transfer from the scotch tape to a substrate of
silicon oxide SiO2 on a silicon (Si) wafer, allowed to observe graphene by optical
contrast, without the need of TEM pictures, and also to measure for the first
time the quantum Hall effect at room temperature [4].

From that point on forward, the field has not stopped growing every year.
Other layered semiconductors were found to be exfoliable through the scotch tape
technique, obtaining monolayers from transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs,
2005 [5]), hexagonal boron nitride (hBN, 2005 [5]) or black phosphorus (BP, phos-
phorene, 2014 [6]), for example. Each one of them with properties different from
their bulk structure. From them, monolayer and few-layer samples of layered
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material can be obtained. Thanks to their planar structure, they can be stacked
on top of each other to create heterostructures with added properties to those
that any of the materials had on their own. As an example of this, one of the
last structures that made quite a shock in the field was that of twisted bilayer
graphene, where one graphene flake is transferred upon other, slightly rotated
respect to their crystallographic axis. This heterostructure, under certain condi-
tions, behaves as a 2D superconductor [7]. As combinations of 2D materials are
practically endless, another avenue of research opens up looking for these effects
when combining materials. But is a bilayer structure still considered part of the
field of 2D materials? What does exactly qualify as a 2D material?

Figure 1: a) 3D representation of a single atomic layer (monolayer) of carbon or
graphene. b) Monolayer of a transition metal dichalcogenide (TMD), with the formula
MX2, with M being a transition metal and X a dichalcogenide. c) Simplified bulk
structure of a layered material, where each monolayer is stuck to the next one by van
der Waals forces.

As the dimensions of a material are limited, their properties, such as elec-
trical properties, optical emission and mechanical properties are altered, even
gaining new properties that their three-dimensional, volumetric, bulk form did
not have. Technically, 2D materials would only be those that consist in a sin-
gle layer of atoms, as it is the thinnest layer possible. At the monolayer level,
these materials present as a single atomic layer, such is the case of graphene or
hBN (fig. 1.a) or as a single crystalline layer of material in more complex cases
(WSe2,MoSe2,WS2,MoS2, for example) (fig. 1.b). For example, in the case of
TMDs, they experience a change from indirect to direct bandgap semiconduc-
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tors when exfoliated up to a monolayer, although some results seem to suggest
that bilayers or even tetralayers could replicate this crossover for some TMDs [8].
However, this behaviour is not universal, since the relevance of quantum size con-
finement effects is directly related to the spatial extension and character of the
electronic wavefunctions involved in the considered phenomenon. For instance,
InSe and GaSe experience a blueshift in their photoluminescence emission as
they are exfoliated from their bulk form up to the monolayer [9–11]. There are
also cases, such as Ruddlesden-Popper 2D perovskites, which do not seem to
experiment strong changes from few-layers to monolayers thanks to their natu-
ral quantum well-like structure [12]. To better understand how this works, the
crystalline structure of layered materials needs to be explained.

The bulk structure of layered materials is composed by monolayers, stacked
upon each other in a given sequence and held together by van der Waals forces (fig.
1.c). For this reason, they also take the name of van der Waals materials. Thanks
to these forces and its layered structure, the bulk material has strong intra-layer
bonds and weaker inter-layer bonds. This allows the exfoliation of the material,
separating layers until a monolayer is obtained. This is achieved either through
mechanical techniques such as micromechanical exfoliation [5,13], by cleaving the
material using scotch tape, or chemical methods. Among these methods, liquid
exfoliation [14] or lithium intercalation [15] can be found, although there are
certain contamination risks to the exfoliated samples. There are also bottom-up
approaches, where growth of monolayers is achieved through the flux method [16]
or chemical vapour deposition (CVD) [17]. The most common problem for these
methods is that directly growing monolayers can have lower crystalline quality if
the growth is not tightly controlled, increasing defect concentration. However, as
they are the more easily scalable methods to obtain 2D materials, the techniques
are being continuously refined. In contrast, mechanical exfoliation, although not
scalable to large-area samples, results in high crystalline quality when working
with high purity bulk crystals. Recently, an Au-assisted exfoliation method,
based on covalent-like quasi-bonding (CLQB) [18, 19], was proposed as a way
to obtain high quality, macroscopic size monolayers [20]. Although it is not a
method accessible to all research groups, it seems like a good direction towards
cutting-edge 2D material fabrication for novel applications and devices while more
reliable and scalable chemical growth methods are developed.

As new 2D materials are discovered and synthesized, more properties are
added to the vast array of already accessible 2D materials. Among them, en-
hanced optical properties (PL emission [21,22] or non-linear response [23,24], for
example), electrical properties [25–27] or magnetism [28,29], among others. All of
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these properties result in a sort of 2D toolbox (fig. 2), a selection of materials that
can be added to a pre-existing structure to add more functionality, such as 2D/3D
perovskite solar cells [30,31] or heterostructures that improve upon already exist-
ing devices, such as 2D-based transistors [26,32]. But extending this even further,
these materials can be stacked on top of each other, using the same forces that
allow for bulk layered materials. This allows for materials to be combined, ob-
taining properties from multiple 2D materials as a classical vertical stack device,
or even gain additional properties. Such is the previously mentioned example of
superconductivity on twisted bilayer graphene [7] or high-performance electrical
devices combining perovskites and TMDs [33, 34]. There are also electrical in-
sulators, useful when building devices, such as hBN, which is transparent at the
visible range of the electromagnetic spectrum. These properties make it an excel-
lent material for capping or encapsulating other 2D materials, isolating them from
the environment [35,36] and enhancing their optical properties [37–39]. Also, the
properties of 2D materials can be tuned through doping [40] and strain [41–43],
which allow for further control when designing and building novel devices.

Figure 2: Representation of the "two-dimensional toolbox", six examples from among
the vast array of 2D materials and the properties that has made them interesting to
study for future applications.

In the context of future applications for 2D materials, all these properties
and the possibility to tune some of them through mechanical methods result in
an extensive selection of possibilities for fields such as photonics, optoelectronics
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and nanoelectronics [44]. Thanks to their bidimensionality, some of them could
be added to already useful structures, enhancing them with barely an increase
on volume or complexity. In fact, this is one of the key points that make 2D ma-
terials such an attractive option when looking for a way to improve technology,
capabilities, their compatibility, for example, with our current CMOS technol-
ogy, opening new prospects to silicon-based circuits. Other avenues of research
have looked into implementing these materials unto optoelectronic and photonic
devices for medical uses [45–47], sensing [48] or even flexible wearable consumer-
ready products [49–52]. Once large-scale monolayer synthesis is achieved, both
research and interest on 2D materials will be propelled for decades to come, as
this would allow to easily probe into the deeper mysteries of some of the more
complex 2D materials and heterostructures.

1.2 Objective of the thesis

Under the all-encompassing mantle of 2D materials research, the bases of this
thesis are to further knowledge on materials not fully explored and to look for
novel techniques and applications that have not been studied in depth. The work
will be focused mainly on optical characterization of samples and structures,
properties and applications of 2D materials on the field of photonics.

Due to the work being almost completely experimental, this thesis will focus
on the technical aspects of the work, heavily taking into account the processes
with which 2D samples are obtained, prepared and processed. Chapters are not
chronologically ordered.

The chapters that form this thesis, after the introduction, are:

• Experimental Techniques, chapter 2, where all the techniques and setups
used to prepare and characterize 2D samples are described and explained.
It also includes details about work done on glovebox refurbishing and the
building of an optical setup to identify monolayer samples on TMDs in an
inert atmosphere.

• Color emitters in hexagonal boron nitride (hBN), chapter 3, where
a particular technique on enhanced generation of color defects in hBN is
described, accompanied with optical characterisation and numerical calcu-
lations about their far-field emission.

• Two-dimensional perovskites: Revealing the exciton fine struc-
ture by hBN-capping, chapter 4, where a novel technique to access the
exciton fine structure in 2D perovskites using hBN-capping is detailed. This
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technique and our hypothesis about the mechanism underneath, reduction
of active fluctuation charge centers, is supported by the optical characteri-
sation of the samples through photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy in two
different situations: non-capped and hBN-capped. This characterization
is accompanied with a spectral diffusion model and a geometrical overlap
model to back our hypothesis. This chapter was possible through a col-
laboration with the research group of Iván Mora-Seró from the Institute
of Advanced Materials (INAM) from the Universitat Jaume I (UJI), which
performed the crystal growth of perovskites from which the samples were
exfoliated.

• InxGa1−xSe, chapter 5, where X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS)
and PL spectroscopy of InxGa1−xSe compounds is presented to quantify
a possible PL emission shift due to gallium inclusion on the compound.
These results will help to separate between quantum confinement effects
and the shift due to gallium inclusion. This chapter was possible thanks to
Vicente Muñoz from the Applied Physics department from the University
of Valencia (UV) for growing the samples.

• NV Centers and TMDs, chapter 6, where it is presented the prelimi-
nary work performed on samples of TMDs above a diamond substrate with
nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centers in order to test if Förster resonance energy
transfer (FRET) is occurring. This was achieved through lifetime measure-
ments using Time-Resolved Photoluminescence (TRPL). This chapter was
possible through a collaboration with Xavier Vidal, from the Fraunhofer
Institute for Applied Solid State Physics (IAF) in Germany.

• Conclusions, chapter 7, where the main results of this work are summa-
rized together with the possible implications of 2D materials under study
in future research, devices and applications.

This doctoral thesis follows part of the Low-dimensional materials (Lowdim)
line of research within the Optoelectronic Materials and Devices Unit (UMDO) of
the Institute of Materials Science of the University of Valencia (ICMUV), while
working at the european project Scalable Two-Dimensional Quantum Integrated
Photonics (S2QUIP) under the Quantum Flagship initiative.
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2 Experimental techniques

In this chapter, the different experimental techniques used to obtain a 2D sample,
from the bulk material to their 2D form (either single flakes or heterostructures),
will be explained in detail. After that, the different characterization techniques
and experimental setups used on these samples will also be presented.

To finish the chapter, there will be a section with details of the refurbishing
of an out-of-service glovebox into a fully functional workshop for 2D materials
inside of an inert environment, equipped with an optical setup with dual purpose:
localization and deterministic transfer of exfoliated nanosheets.

2.1 Sample preparation

This section will cover the whole process of preparing a nanosheet, from the
exfoliation to the final transfer into a substrate or above another 2D material. It
will go in detail about the experimental process, and how different experimental
parameters may affect the final result.

2.1.1 Mechanical exfoliation

Since it was firstly used to obtain graphene in 2004 by A. Geim and K. Novoselov
[3], it became the method used in the forefront of research to obtain 2D flakes
with thicknesses up to the atomic monolayer. From a high quality crystal in
its bulk form, 2D nanosheets can be obtained with high crystalline quality. To
understand how the technique works, the basic structure of exfoliable materials
needs to be understood. In their bulk 3D form, these materials are built by layers
of tightly bound atoms in a plane, that are held together by weaker van der Waals
forces between these planes. By exfoliating the bulk material with scotch tape,
these layers are separated from each other, in bunches of layers. This permits a
thinning of the material, reducing the number of layers each time that the process
is repeated. This results in the possibility of obtaining thin and even monolayers
from the bulk material.

However, there are some issues with the technique, as each time that the
exfoliation is performed, the lateral size of the possible nanosheets is usually
reduced. Once the material has been exfoliated successfully, it is exfoliated once
more upon the substrate selected to hold the sample through transference. A
breakdown of the whole process can be seen in fig. 3. Another problem with
the technique is that exfoliation does not assure finding suitable flakes due to the
lack of control in the exfoliation process. There is no simple deterministic way to
obtain flakes of a particular thickness and each material, due to their particular
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Figure 3: Breakdown of the exfoliation technique used in this thesis with WSe2 as
example: a) Tool and tape set up. b, c) Preparation of a bulk crystal on the tape. d, e,
f) Exfoliation process. g, h) Transfer into a PDMS substrate. i) Flakes of WSe2 onto
the PDMS substrate.

properties and crystal growth, may be harder or easier to exfoliate. The process
needs to be repeated until a suitable flake appears. However, the advantages with
this method over others like monolayer growth by chemical vapour deposition
(CVD), it is that samples usually have a higher crystalline quality, due to the
fact that the bulk crystals can be grown with higher purity, and then exfoliated,
but CVD and other growth methods may grow monolayers with a high level of
defects (needing extra steps to reduce these defects [53]), or with smaller lateral
size than those obtained through mechanical exfoliation.

The tape used in the exfoliation process is commercially sold as Nitto Tape,
which has lower quantities of adhesive. This allows to obtain cleaner and smoother
surfaces of flakes. Once the material is exfoliated, flakes are randomly spread onto
the substrate. The localisation of nanometric flakes of interest on this substrate
will be done through optical microscopy, explained in further detail in subsection
2.2.1.

2.1.2 Substrate selection

When preparing a 2D material sample, it is important to previously know for what
kind of experiment is needed beforehand. Due to the high surface-to-volume
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Figure 4: a) Flakes over a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) substrate over a standard
microscope glass. b) Silicon oxide/Silicon (SiO2/Si) substrates.

ratio that the materials have, the substrate greatly affects the samples, so for
example, its optical properties may be suppressed or enhanced just by selecting
the appropriate substrate [54]. Other factors to take into account, for example,
if the substrate is either conductive or if it has magnetic properties that may
affect the material [55]. The materials that have been used in this PhD work as
substrate have been mainly two:

• Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS, fig. 4.a): This organosilicon compound was
selected due to its particular properties. It is viscoelastic, optically trans-
parent, generally inert and non-toxic. These first two properties are the
ones that make it a top choice when working with deterministic transfer
setups, explained in the next subsection. This material was used in the
form of PDMS sheets that allow to cut it and obtain different substrate
sizes. They are commercially sold in this form by Gelpak under the name
of Gel-Film, with different viscosity and thickness. At first, Gel-film X4 was
used, but after the second year, DGL-45-X4 was used, as the first one was
not commercialized in such a format anymore. Once a particular size for
the PDMS substrate was chosen, it is separated from their protective layers.
Then, it is mounted on top of a glass microscope slide, which has been firstly
cleaned using isopropanol and air-dried. After that, the material sample is
once more exfoliated from the tape upon the PDMS substrate, held by the
glass microscope slide. This allows for easy handling of the sample without
possible contact contamination.

• Silicon oxide/Silicon (SiO2/Si, fig. 4.b) substrates: This substrate consists
on a base of silicon where upon a thin layer of silicon has been oxidized.
Its flatness and chemical inertness are particularly interesting, and also
provides a good contrast to observe 2D flakes deposited onto it. It can
be used for a direct transfer from the exfoliation process, if deterministic
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transfer of the material is not needed, or as a target substrate when deter-
ministic transfer is needed. This substrate also has the advantage of being
conductive, which also permits measurements of techniques that require it,
like X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), explained in subsection 2.3.1.
Commercially sold in the form of wafers, the wafers used on this thesis were
custom-made to include numerical positioning on the wafer, so as to sim-
plify localisation of particular 2D samples on the substrate. This allowed
for faster sample localisation when measuring in setups where the field of
vision was restricted due to equipment limits. Also, this material permits
cleaning of the substrate and reusing, through an exhaustive cleaning pro-
tocol, which barely damages the surface if performed correctly. First, the
substrate is submerged in an ethanol bath, this bath put through an ultra-
sound cleaner during 7 minutes and air-dried. The process is then repeated
with acetone and isopropanol. After that, the substrate is air-dried and the
surface is carefully cleaned with Thorlabs lens cleaning tissues, avoiding any
kind of contact contamination in order to eliminate possible droplets.

2.1.3 Deterministic transfer of two-dimensional flakes

For some projects, the position of the sample on the substrate is unimportant,
for example, when doing general optical characterization of any material. Some
materials are interesting with any flake thickness, and any flake can give us in-
formation about their optical properties. In other instances, when building het-
erostructures for example, a precise position of the flake onto the substrate is
critical for a successful sample to be built.

If this cannot be controlled with micrometric precision, it is not possible to
build them correctly, with high risk of destroying the sample. The method used
along on this thesis is known as all-dry viscoelastic stamping or dry transfer [56].
This technique consists of realizing a micrometrical approach from the top with
the flake to transfer (transfer sample) to the sample already on the substrate
(target sample) or just to an empty substrate (target substrate, fig. 5.b).

Once sample and substrate are in contact (fig. 5.c), van der Waals forces
will maintain them together. Once separated, if performed correctly, the flake
will be transferred upon the target sample or substrate (fig. 5.d). This allows to
construct heterostructures when transferring a 2D flake over another.

To perform the technique, a particular setup is required. Our laboratory is
equipped with a custom-made setup, as seen in fig. 6.a, that counts with zoom
lens, a metal holder, a XYZ translation stage and a XY rotor stage under the
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Figure 5: Simplified version of the transfer process without a target sample: a) Sample
flakes over a PDMS substrate, held by a glass microscope slide. b) Glass held upside
down to be able to put the sample over the target substrate. c) Pressing the PDMS
substrate over the target substrate allows the sample to stick to the target substrate. d)
Separation of the glass slide, if done correctly, sample will have been transferred upon
the target substrate. In the case of having a target sample on the target substrate,
the process is exactly the same, with the difference of selecting the area over the target
sample.

holder. As an addition, the holder is equipped with a PTC (Positive Temperature
Coefficient) heater that allows it to heat the holder to around 100ºC, heating the
substrate slowly. This technique is currently the fastest and cleanest method to
transfer samples with higher success rates than other techniques, such as wet
transfer methods, which can contaminate the sample with polymer residues, or
more complex methods, which require more time processing and resources [57].

For projects where the position of the target sample is not relevant, direct
transfer from the exfoliation tape to the substrate is performed. In other cases,
such as heterostructure building, correct positioning on another substrate is criti-
cal for a successful transfer. The selection of a particular point, such as the center
of the target substrate or another location, will reduce future time in localising
the sample. Clean conditions are desirable, as it will reduce contamination for
transfer, such as dust, which could create air bubbles between the flake and the
substrate.

Beginning with the material exfoliated on a PDMS substrate, held by a
microscope glass slide, the transfer sample is located by optical microscopy, as
described in subsection 2.2.1. Once located, it is put aside, and the target sub-
strate is put on the holder, as seen in fig. 6.b. This step is done firstly to avoid
possible contact contamination while handling the glass slide over the substrate.
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Figure 6: a) Transfer setup with its parts highlighted with arrows. b) Substrate held
in place on holder by double-faced tape, used in simpler, quicker transfers than to use
the internal vacuum line of the holder. c) Setup of the microscope glass slide holding
the PDMS substrate with the sample to transfer upon the target substrate. d) Pressing
of the PDMS substrate over the target substrate.

Equipped with an internal vacuum line, the holder can use a vacuum pump to
hold the substrate in place, but for quicker, simpler transfers, double-faced tape
was used to secure the substrate. The holder is put on a XY rotor stage, which
allows for a precise manipulation of the position of the substrate in the XY plane.
By using the optical setup and the rotor stage, a target transfer area is located
over the substrate, being that of a target sample in the case of building a het-
erostructure or a particular area of the target substrate in case of just a transfer
over the clean substrate.

Once this step is performed, the glass slide is put on the XYZ translation
stage by means of a mechanical holding, sample-side down, as it will be used like
a stamp, as seen in fig. 6.c. By means of the optical setup, acting as a zoom
lens, the sample can be located through the glass, thanks to the transparency of
the PDMS substrate. Once located through the optical setup, as the movement
of both translation stages is unlinked, their XY positions are aligned, allowing to
move between sample and substrate by changing the focus of the optical setup.
The next step consists on focusing on the substrate and using the XYZ translation
stage to slowly lower the PDMS substrate with the sample, putting it in contact
with the target substrate, as seen in fig. 6.d. This process can be observed
through the camera of the optical setup, where the contact between substrates
can be observed as a change in optical contrast, as seen and explained in fig. 7.

Due to the fact that the mechanical holdings are not perfectly horizontal, a
slight tilt with the substrates is to be expected. Carefully lowering the substrate
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Figure 7: Breakdown of the transfer process, for the sample right at the center, as seen
through optical images from the top camera of the optical setup: a) Sample. b) View of
the PDMS substrate being lowered on top of the substrate, which can be seen focused
in the background. c) PDMS in contact with the substrate, as can be seen through
the change in substrate contrast. d) As the contact surface grows, the sample is also
in contact. e) When raising the PDMS substrate, if performed slowly and correctly,
the sample stays in the substrate, as can be seen through the optical constrast change
between this optical image and a).

beyond this will alleviate the effects of tilt, until the flake at the PDMS substrate
is completely pressed against the target substrate. Once this is achieved, the
PDMS substrate will be separated from the target substrate by means of the
XYZ translator stage. If done correctly, the sample will be detached from the
PDMS and stuck to the target substrate. However, being a manual task, there are
chances that complications due to the morphology of the sample or the existence
of air bubbles under the PDMS may arise. In that case, the sample may not
correctly detach from the PDMS. If performed carefully, the sample suffers no
damage during this process, so it can be repeated until the sample detaches.

Beyond the basic idea of this techniques, it has many particularities that
depend on the material being used and the morphology of the flake being trans-
ferred. If an isolated monolayer sample is not needed, usually focusing on thicker
flakes with thinner parts attached to them is an easier and faster approach to get
suitable samples. For more difficult samples, a heater was included on the holder
to be able to control the temperature of the target substrate. When the PDMS
and the substrate are in contact, heating the substrate will affect the PDMS,
changing its viscosity, which can be helpful to detach the sample from it.

This method has been used not only to obtain the deterministic transfer
of a flake onto substrates, but also when building heterostructures, as previously
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mentioned. The same process is executed, with the only difference that the target
substrate will already have another transferred flake prior to this one. However,
one of the problems with this method is that the top side of the sample that we
have transferred onto the substrate will be in contact with the PDMS from the
moment of its exfoliation, so it is possible that some residue has stayed in the
surface. This will play a role when building more complex heterostructures, or
devices sensitive to interface effects, resulting in lower quality heterostructures
and devices.

2.2 Optical characterisation

In this subsection, the methods used to optically characterise the 2D samples
studied in this thesis will be explained in detail. They will follow the order in
which they were usually used to identify and study the samples, from the basics
with optical microscopy into the more complex techniques, as photoluminescence
(PL) and Raman spectroscopy are.

2.2.1 Optical microscopy

It is one of the more basic methods to identify potentially 2D flakes, but also one
essential before transfer the flakes onto the substrate. Once the bulk material has
been exfoliated and transferred into a substrate, PDMS or any other, particular
flakes of interest must be selected and spatially localised. For this purpose, our
laboratory was equipped with a microscope, the one shown in fig. 8.

Different thicknesses of the exfoliated flakes can be observed with different
optical contrast (OC) as compared to the substrate. Two examples are shown in
fig. 9. In the case of WSe2 (fig. 9.a), all flakes appear in a grayscale, becoming
grayer and more transparent as it becomes thinner. The behaviour of InSe (fig.
9.b) is similar in thinner flakes, but colours appear in thicker samples. These
different contrasts and colours vary depending on the material and thickness
of the flake, also the substrate used. Optical contrast can be experimentally
determined through CCD images using the following equation:

OC =
Isubstrate − Isample

Isubstrate

where Isubstrate and Isample represent the intensity of the reflected light from the
substrate and the sample, respectively. By having either an already measured ex-
ample, or taking thickness measurements with more precise methods, like atomic
force microscopy (AFM) [58], optical contrast values can be used to obtain quick,
reliable thickness characterisation of a newly, non-measured sample. This method
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Figure 8: Image of the setup used for optical microscopy: a Zeiss Axio Scope.A1
microscope with an Axiocam ERc 5s camera and a white light illumination source.

Figure 9: Optical images of: a) Tungsten diselenide (WSe2) b) Indium selenide (InSe)

has been used to obtain thickness values of a varied array of materials, like
graphene [59], hBN [60,61] or other semiconductors, such as TMDs [62].

Particular flakes can be chosen by their contrast, being easier to identify
thinner layers, because they will exhibit almost the same contrast as the substrate.
At this stage (when a monolayer candidate has been found), it would be neccesary
to use more specific methods, like PL, AFM or Raman spectroscopy, to confirm
if the sample is of the desired thickness, but also to characterise the aspects
of interest from the sample. Those aspects being its morphology, structural or
optical properties for either a standalone flake or a heterostructure. Optical
contrast has been used to analyse samples in the chapter 5, allowing to establish
a certain relation between different nanosheets and their PL peak emission energy.
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2.2.2 Photoluminescence spectroscopy

PL refers to any light emitted by a material after the absorption of photons
(hence the prefix photo-) from any source. This process is initiated by the pho-
toexcitation, photons that excite the electrons in the valence band of the material
to a higher energy level in the conduction band, and then followed by different
possible relaxation processes for these electrons, photons are generated with an
energy corresponding to the exciton recombination of the material. The study of
the luminescent response from the material in function of its wavelength or fre-
quency is what we call PL spectroscopy. Due to the size of the flakes, not every
PL setup has the capabilities of measuring them. In this section, the setups used
in this thesis will be listed and explained:

Micro-photoluminescence (µ-PL) at room temperature For most of the
work in this thesis, the PL measurements have been performed at room tem-
perature (RT). These measurements have been particularly useful when trying
to confirm that a certain sample is a single monolayer flake like in the case of
TMDs (chapter 6) or the optical characterization in the cases of InSe, GaSe
and InxGa1−xSe (chapter 5), but they can be also used to study changes in the
samples such as exposition to gases [48] and heterostructure effects [39,63]...

The setup used for this kind of measurements at RT was a HORIBA Scientific
Xplora µ-Raman system from the Servei Central de Suport a la Investigació Ex-
perimental (SCSIE) at the University of Valencia, as shown in fig. 10.a. Thanks
to its excitation spot size of around 1 µm2, it works well with the usual surface
size of the 2D flakes. It is equipped with three different continuous-wave lasers:
532, 638 and 785 nm, being the 532 nm laser the one used throughout this thesis.
It is equipped with a set of neutral filters to highly reduce the excitation power,
so samples can be measured safely without damaging the surface.

Micro-photoluminescence (µ-PL) at low temperature µ-PL at low tem-
perature (LT) are useful to obtain more intrinsic optical properties of the samples.
This setup, shown in fig. 10.b, uses an Attocube cryostat fed by closed-cycle he-
lium. Excitation and detection is performed through a long-working distance 50×
microscope objective with numerical aperture of NA = 0.42, which was mounted
outside the cryostat. The emission from the sample was long-pass filtered, dis-
persed by a double 0.3 m focal length grating spectrograph (Acton SP-300i from
Princeton Instruments) and detected with a cooled Si CCD camera (Newton EM-
CCD from ANDOR). In this equipment, a temperature down to around 4 K is
reached. This setup was used in chapter 4 to measure the PL of 2D perovskites,
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Figure 10: a) HORIBA Scientific Xplora µ-Raman system from the Servei Central de
Suport a la Investigació Experimental (SCSIE), the setup used for most of the photolu-
minescence measurements realised at RT. b) Custom fiber-based confocal spectroscopy
setup used for the low temperature photoluminescence measurements.

and in chapter 6 to measure the PL of WSe2 on top of nitrogen-vacancy (NV)
centers, and the PL from these NV centers as well.

PL-mapping through Qudi implementation PL measurements are an ex-
tremely useful tool for optical characterisation of a material. With excitation and
collection spot sizes way smaller than a single 2D flake, the measurements can
be really precise to obtain its intrinsic optical transitions and properties. Some-
times, a complete PL map of a sample is more useful than point measurements,
due to non-uniform PL emission in the cases of particular sample morphology,
for example. PL-mapping is performed by measuring PL point by point using
an automated XYZ stage and then compositing all measurements into a single
graph.

In the case of the commercially available HORIBA setup from the SCSIE, it
was equipped with both remotely controlled motors and commercial software that
allowed for PL-mapping. On the contrary, the confocal setup in our laboratory,
which is custom-built, it did not have those capabilities from the start. It did
have piezoelectric motors which were managed through a controller which could
be remotely used from a computer. So, for the purpose of being able to fully
automatize the task of PL-mapping, Dr. Guillermo Muñoz, Setatira Gorji and
myself began work on adapting the Qudi framework [64], a modular laboratory
experimental management suite based in Python, Qudi, to be able to work with
our hardware.
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Figure 11: a) Main window of Qudi, showing all the modules programmed in the suite.
b) Confocal GUI, with extense control of hardware and protocols for PL-mapping, signal
optimization...

Qudi is a collection of programmed modules capable of executing experi-
mental tasks (taking measurements, motor and camera control, laser control...)
packaged with a graphical user interface (GUI, fig. 11.a) and the possibility to
tailor it to your own needs. It is an extremely useful tool when correctly imple-
mented in the laboratory.

Once programmed, we were able to use Qudi for mapping any sample. An
example of Qudi in action on our confocal setup is shown in fig. 11.b. In this
thesis, µ-PL mapping was used to study WSe2 flakes on a diamond substrate
with grown NV centers for chapter 6. However, due to hardware problems, the
maps were not centered correctly and ended up using those of our collaborator,
also obtained through Qudi.

2.2.3 Raman spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy is an optical characterisation technique which focuses on the
inelastic scattering of photons by a substrate or material, which gives information
about the different vibrational modes of their molecules. The technique to mea-
sure Raman spectroscopy works similarly as photoluminescence spectroscopy, by
exciting the material with a laser and collecting its response. Given that Raman
scattering in a material is characterized by a rate lower than Rayleigh scattering
(elastic scattering), its signal is usually really weak, so long integration times
are usually used. This signal can be used as a sort of footprint, permitting fast,
non-destructive identification of materials by means of its Raman signal and also
to study some material properties [60,65,66].

In this thesis, Raman spectroscopy was used in chapter 3 as a way to char-
acterise the thickness of the hBN nanosheets and their crystal quality through
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Figure 12: a) Simple representation of the XPS basis: X-ray are used to "pull out"
electrons from the surface of the material, and these photoemitted electrons are col-
lected, measured and their characteristics give information about the material, such as
relative concentration of elements, energy levels... b) Photo of the XPS setup used in
the thesis for electronic characterization of InxGa1−xSe.

the peak shift on one of the phonon modes E2g. The setup utilized for µ-Raman
measurements is the same setup used for PL measurements at RT, the HORIBA
Explorer, described in section 2.2.2.

2.3 Electronic characterisation

2.3.1 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy is a technique based on the photoelectric effect,
as illustrated in fig. 12.a. It uses X-rays to irradiate the material and then the
photoemitted electrons are collected. Their kinetic energy and number is mea-
sured, allowing for the study of the elements that compose the material. Their
chemical states are revealed through the data collected from the photoemitted
electrons, which mainly come from the surface of the sample, as deeper pho-
toemitted electrons will not reach the detector due to having to move through
the sample.

One of our labs, QMatter, is equipped with a top-of-the-line XPS measuring
setup, a PHOIBOS 150 2D-CMOS/3D-Spin VLEED Detector (fig. 12.b), which
allows for a fully 3D characterization of the photoelectron spin. It is equipped
with both an UV source (UVS 300 VUV Source) and monochromatic X-ray source
(µ-FOCUS 500) and an electron gun for charge compensation, which allows to
measure insulating samples. The 5-axis sample manipulator of the equipment,
with heating and He closed cycle cooling systems, allows to perform photoemission
experiments at temperatures between 7 and 1000 K. State-of-the-art complements
are incorporated, such as a flood gun, a hybrid hydrogen/nitrogen/oxygen plasma
source and a double electron beam evaporator for more complex experiments.
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The signal coming from the photoemitted electrons result in a XPS spectra
that reveals the elements present at the surface of the sample. This is due to the
relation between the intensity of the peak (IxL) corresponding to a energy level L
and the number of atoms of the element x present:

IxL ∝ σxLNx −→ Nx ∝
IxL
σxL

where σxL represents the photoionization cross-section, the probability of a pho-
ton, of a given energy, that causes an electron to be completely removed from a
given atomic orbital of a given atom. This magnitude is the most relevant when
analysing the intensity of XPS peaks. However, there is an empirical factor that
relates these two magnitude, usually tabulated, that depends on the equipment
and material used, called sensitivity factor (SF). As it depends directly on σxL, it
can give us an idea about how probable photoionization is in each case.

In this thesis, XPS was used to study the substrates effects on hBN nanosheets
in chapter 3 and to study the chemical makeup of samples from InxGa1−xSe crys-
tals, which will be explained in detail in chapter 5. Photoelectrons were excited
using the Al Ka line (1486.7 eV) of our monochromatic X-ray source in both
chapters.

2.4 Atomic force microscopy (AFM)

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is an extremely-high resolution microscopy tech-
nique, pertaining to the branch of scanning probe microscopy (SPM), with achieved
resolutions of fractions of a nanometer, a thousand times better than the optical
diffraction limit, the theoretical limit for any system based on lenses or beam
irradiation.

There are many variants of it, but in essence, the technique works by mea-
suring a laser reflected on the back surface of a cantilever suspended over or in
contact with the sample, depending on the measuring mode. These modes are
contact, where the tip is in direct contact with the sample, and tapping, where
the cantilever oscillates slightly above the surface. The sample is mounted on a
XYZ stage that allows it to be moved, scanning the surface with the cantilever
(fig. 13).

This technique can be used for topographical mapping, force measurement
and sample manipulation. In the case of force measurement, AFM is used to
measure the forces between the probe and the sample as a function of the sep-
aration between them. Using force spectroscopy, this can be used to measure
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Figure 13: Basic representation of an AFM setup: Light from a laser source is reflected
on the cantilever and measured by a photodiode, being able to measure distances and
heights with sub-nanometric resolution.

the mechanical properties of small samples, such as proteins, or even individual
chemical bonds [67]. Sample manipulation relies on the forces between the tip
and sample to change the properties of the sample, for example, for scanning
probe lithography, patterning samples with sub-nanometric resolution.

In this thesis, AFM was used to study the morphology of 2D perovskites in
chapter 4 to discard any possibility of cavity effects affecting our measurements
of hBN-covered 2D perovskites. The used AFM setup was an OmegaScope from
HORIBA Scientific, mounted next to the HORIBA setup used for Raman and
PL measurements, already described in section 2.2.2. This setup has automatic
aligning of the AFM tip, a XYZ piezoelectric scanner (100x100x20 µm) and a
vibrational isolation system to allow high-resolution measurements.

2.5 Glovebox refurbishing: Workshop for 2D materials in

an inert atmosphere

Working with 2D materials in ambient conditions, accidental contamination due
to dust or other environmental factors is always possible. When building a het-
erostructure through deterministic transfer, contamination can lower the quality
of the interface, decreasing its overall performance. Also, many materials degrade
in contact with air, such as black phosphorus, perovskites and many others. To
avoid these problems, an inert atmosphere would be desirable to improve the
optical quality and heterostructure performance. For this purpose, we undertook
the task of refurbishing an old glovebox at the ICMUV, as a future chamber
with the necessary tools for preparing 2D flakes and heterostructures under inert
conditions.
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Figure 14: a) MBraun Unilab glovebox, capable of creating and maintaining an in-
ert atmosphere while allowing the possibility of working inside it. Equipped with two
antechambers, moving material is easily performed, while the quality of the inert atmo-
sphere is continuously monitored by the installed oxygen and moisture analyzers. b)
Interior look of the glovebox workspace, equipped with a laptop, tools and equipment.

Figure 15: a) Custom-built small antechamber to reduce time and gas expenditure.
b) Glovebox passthroughs: vacuum, electric and USB lines.

The glovebox model in question is a MBraun UNilab, equipped with an OP7
operating panel, see figure 14.a. After being out-of-service for several years, it
was necessary to revise all elements and analyzers of the glovebox with the main
objective to restore it into working conditions and installing the mechanical and
optical elements to perform exfoliation, selection and localization of flakes, and
transfer onto a final substrate.

Added to this objective we also decided to install a smaller antechamber for
the glovebox, to reduce gas costs and accelerate the process of material exchange
between outside-to-inside. This small antechamber was necessary to be designed
and fabricated by our in-house mechanical workshop personnel (fig. 15.a, with
two gas valves), because MBraun did not service such options for our old glovebox
model. Additionally, several passthroughs from MBraun were incorporated to the
glovebox for an electricity line, USB connections and a vacuum line (fig. 15.b). A
secondary vacuum pump was also incorporated to separate the existing vacuum
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Figure 16: a) Photo of the setup built over a Thorlabs optical table. b) Setup inside
the glovebox, leaving wide space in both of the sides to perform 2D sample fabrication.

lines of the glovebox from the new one used for the antechamber and the vacuum
passthrough needed to work inside the glovebox (servicing the substrate holder
in our transfer setup).

Next step was focused on building the exfoliation, localization and transfer
setup. Maximizing space inside the glovebox and tool accessibility are absolutely
imperative. For this reason, the setup design was improved, being slightly differ-
ent from our previous one for working in ambient conditions, where we have the
microscope and transfer system separated. Now we have built a vertical micro-
scope design (using special optomechanics purchased in Thorlabs), fully equipped
with a focus block and an objective revolver holder (fig. 16.a and b, for the as-
pect outside and inside the glovebox), in which we placed a 20x Long Working
Distance (LWD) objective to have sufficient optical magnification for localization
and selection of flakes while allowing for enough space for sample manipulation
and transfer.

The transfer setup was based upon our previous design with slight improve-
ments. Related to substrate holding, equipped it with a working vacuum line. Its
volume was also reduced to allow for faster heating (90ºC typically). The new
system was tested outside of the glovebox to perform the deterministic transfer
of 2D flakes (WSe2 and MoSe2) and results were successful.

After these tests, the setup was disassembled and reassembled again inside
the glovebox. Another addition to the glovebox was a working laptop in its
interior to replicate the screen of an outside lab laptop which holds all software,
data-processing and CCD camera control capabilities. This approach facilitates
working in the glovebox and also the future expansion of equipment and software
tools without retiring the internal laptop, allowing for more work to be performed.
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Gas intake of the glovebox was tested successfully, so only regeneration and
purity tests are needed to make the glovebox fully operative, as the rest of the
optical and preparation setup has already been functioning perfectly. Once these
tests are done, the system will be ready for future preparation of 2D materials
and heterostructures under an inert (nitrogen) atmosphere.
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3 Emitting color defects in hexagonal boron ni-

tride (hBN)

For current research and future quantum technologies, the generation of single
photons is critical. For these purposes, having access to these kind of non-classical
sources of light is a requirement. As big part of our work was encompassed
into a Quantum Flagship project, S2QUIP (Scalable Two-Dimensional Quantum
Integrated Photonics), we tried to explore a known source of single photons,
color defects, in one material that has been known to host them and emit at
room temperature (RT): hexagonal boron nitride (hBN). Our exploration of the
material was concerned with the origin of these color defects in the material,
whose nature is still unknown, and the effects of substrate on the optical emission
of the defects. The results were supported by XPS measurements and far-field
emission simulations to better understand them.

The work in this chapter resulted in the publication of "Extrinsic Effects on
the Optical Properties of Surface Color Defects Generated in Hexagonal Boron
Nitride Nanosheets" in 2021 [68].

3.1 Basic overview

Boron nitride, of formula BN has various crystalline forms, but the one relevant
to our research is its hexagonal form (hBN). In this form, it shares the same
structure as graphite, but formed by two different atoms. This structure permits
the exfoliation of the material, due to the strong covalent intralayer bonds, and
the interlayer van der Waals forces, as in other exfoliable 2D materials. Beyond
their basic structure (fig. 17), it is an electrical insulator with a wide band gap
of ≈ 6 eV and an exciton binding energy of ≈ 130 meV [69,70]. Its high chemical
stability combined with its insulating properties, make hBN a suitable material
for the fabrication of enhanced electronic and optoelectronic nanodevices, as hBN
can be used for protective and dielectric purposes [25, 35, 71], such as perovskite
protection [36] or optical enhancement of TMDs [39].

Recently, it has been discovered that hBN can have point color defects at
RT, which can be the basis of single-photon emission for a variety of applications
at ambient conditions [72–76]. The physical origin of these point defects is still
not fully clear, as they have been related to the presence of several possible crystal
vacancies [77–79] or atom impurities [78,80–82] in the hBN crystal lattice. These
point defects lead to very bright [73,75,83–85] and stable [73,76] PL emission at
energies corresponding to the visible spectrum, working both at low (≈ 10-20 K)
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Figure 17: Crystalline structure of hexagonal boron nitride.

and high (≈ 1073 K) temperatures. This is interesting, as many single-photon
sources only operate at low temperatures, and not all materials can hold such
a range of point defects. The possibility of being able to tailor the emission
from defects in the visible spectrum also opens many interesting doors in the
integration of these defects into photonic devices [86]. Tuning the emission energy
of these defects has also been proven to be possible through Stark effect [87–89].
Furthermore, there is evidences pointing out that some color defects may have
optically addressable spin-dependent properties, which could be a future research
avenue in the field of spintronics [90].

These color defects can be created through irradiation with high energy
electron beams, oxygen ions, pulsed lasers, thermal annealing, plasma treatment
or even during CVD growth [73,74,91–93]. Structural quality of the hBN crystal
lattice seems to have an important role in the PL emission properties of the
color defects. In particular, lattice imperfections seem to exhibit strong electron-
phonon coupling effects, which appear to favour phonon side-band (SD) emission
[94] that diminishes the optical recombination efficiency of such point defects.
Our method of creating point defects will be explained in detail in section 3.2.

To deepen our understanding of the optical properties of these color defects
and in order to identify their nature, we applied spectroscopy techniques, such as
micro-photoluminescence (µ-PL) and micro-Raman (µ-Raman) to study them.
Beyond that, experimental resulsts have been compared to far-field angle de-
pendent luminescence response [95–97] using COMSOL Multiphysics. Substrate
effects have also been explored, looking at the optical emission of the samples on
substrates such as bare Si (layer thickness of 380 µm ), SiO2/Si (SiO2 thick-
ness of 285 nm), Al/SiO2/Si (Al thickness of 100 nm) and Au/SiO2/Si (Au
thickness of 30 nm). These substrates have also been analysed with XPS mea-
surements to check possible oxidation of the metallic substrates, accompanied
with energy band-bending profile simulations to explore possible origins for the
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Figure 18: Sample preparation and characterization: a) drop-casting of water/ethanol
hBN colloidal solution with a concentration of 5.4 mg/L and a volume of 10 - 20 µL
on the heated (200 ºC) substrate in order to evaporate liquid residues and enhance the
presence of light emitters in the crystal lattice. b) Ozone surface treatment to clean
the hBN surfaces and improve the optical emission properties. c) µ-PL and µ-Raman
mapping were used to characterize the samples.

known possibilities of defects.

3.2 Sample preparation

The preparation of samples was different from the usual methods, because the
hBN nanosheets were dispersed as a colloidal solution bought to Graphene Su-
permarket. This solution consisted in few-layer hBN nanosheets with lateral size
of 50-200 nm and thicknesses of 1-5 monolayers dispersed on water/ethanol (5.4
mg/L). The solution was drop-casted (10-20 µL) onto a clean and preheated
(200ºC) substrate, directly in air, for 5 min. Substrate heating here played a
double role: to eliminate the solvent residue from the surface of hBN nanosheets
and enhance the occurrence of point defects in their crystal lattice.

After that, an ozone surface treatment was applied to the samples using
an Ossila UV ozone cleaner (RT, 10 min). Four different substrates were used:
SiO2/Si (SiO2 layer with thickness of 285 nm), Si (Si layer with thickness of
380 µm), Al/SiO2/Si (Al layer with thickness of 100 nm), and Au/SiO2/Si (Au
layer with thickness of 30 nm). The same process was applied in all cases, as
illustrated in fig. 18.

The samples were checked for differences between both areas of high and low
hBN concentration. Using optical microscopy, figs. 19.a and b reveal that hBN
nanosheets are concentrated in particular areas, probably due to the coffee ring
effect. The lateral size matched expected values (50-200 nm), revealed through
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), both in areas with high and low coverage,
figs. 19.c and d.
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Figure 19: a, b) Optical microscopy images from hBN nanosheets over SiO2/Si sub-
strate for high and low concentration respectively. c, d) Scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) images from hBN nanosheets deposited over a Si substrate at high and low
concentration, respectively.

3.3 Spectroscopy measurements

After the samples were prepared, only areas with a high coverage of hBN nanosheets
were used, as those were the most likely to have a relevant emission from color
emitters. To better understand the origin of these emitters, both Raman and
PL measurements will be key tools in their characterization. Raman will permit
a study of the thickness of the nanosheets, which is valuable information when
comparing the optical properties of the emitting color defects for the different
thicknesses available. This will help if defects are on the surface, or deeper inside
the volume of the nanosheets.

After that, PL measurements will be used for a comparison of the optical
properties of the emitters when they are dispersed on different substrates, di-
electric and metallic. Their PL spectra will be the basis to understand their
properties, as compared to results in literature. Measurements from X-ray pho-
toelectron spectroscopy will be taken to chemically analise the surface of the
substrates, to check for possible oxidation that could alter the interface, and the
possible influence on the optical emission of color centers.

Finally, far-field emission simulations calculated through transfer matrix
methods will be used to compare the experimental results with these calcula-
tions. These results will also reveal the angular distribution of emission from the
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Figure 20: a) Raman spectra of hBN thickness, normalized to its maximum value
and y-shifted for easier visualization. b) Raman peak central position values for the
hBN nanosheets as a function of hBN thickness. c) Histogram of Raman peak central
position for the hBN nanosheets as a function of nanosheet thickness. All thickness
values vary from 1 to 5 monolayers.

emitters depending on the substrate, which could be useful for potential future
applications of these emitting color defects.

3.3.1 Raman analysis of thickness effects

To determine the thickness of the hBN nanosheets and their crystal quality, the
samples were studied through µ-Raman spectroscopy, explained in section 2.2.3,
concretely through the Raman energy shift of the high frequency in-plane E2g

phonon peaks. This is a method already commonly used for large area flakes,
both by our own research group [60] and others [98, 99]. µ-Raman and µ-PL at
RT were carried out using the confocal Raman microscope Horiba-MTB Xplora,
detailed in section 2.2.2, using its green laser source with 532 nm, 2.1 mW power,
and 100× objective (NA = 0.9, WD = 0.21 mm). Raman and PL spectra were
registered at the same laser spot.

Fig. 20.a shows the Raman spectra of hBN nanosheet with thicknesses
ranging from 1 to 5 monolayers. There is a single feature of interest, with higher
intensity on thicker nanosheets. The peak central position values for all measured
samples are represented in fig. 20.b, where the relation between the peak cen-
tral position and thickness is quite clear. Combining the data for all measured
samples in the histrogram, it can be seen that the most common Raman shift is
encountered around 1365 cm−1.

3.3.2 Analysis of the zero-phonon line (ZPL)

Once the relationship between Raman measurements and thicknesses was clear,
we tested the effectiveness of the sample preparation method. To do this, PL
mapping (section 2.2.2) was performed over a sample of pristine hBN nanosheets
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drop-casted over a bare Si substrate without heating, in comparison to a sample
prepared by heating the substrate after the hBN deposition. The results are
shown in figs. 21 with their corresponding zero-phonon line (ZPL) energy, with
the heated substrate showing a higher concentration of emitters.

Figure 21: Photoluminescence (PL) map of microlocalized light emitters: a) Pristine
hBN nanosheets dispersed on a Si substrate. b) Same parameters, but the substrate
was subsequently heated at 200 ºC for some minutes. The heating greatly enhanced the
amount of emitting color defects in the material. c) Comparison between the Raman
spectra for pristine hBN and heated hBN, showing an improvement of the crystal qual-
ity just by heating. d) Comparison between the PL spectra of a microlocalized emitter
in pristine hBN, before and after the heating, and also after going through ozone treat-
ment, showing a high improvement on the light emission and reduction of unwanted PL
background emission.

Beyond the density of emitters, the quality of the emission is extremely im-
portant. Their Raman signal was measured, again before and after heating the
substrate, as shown in fig. 21.c, revealing a clear improvement of the optical
response of emitters after heating treatment. The unwanted background signal is
significantly reduced, and the Raman peak at ≈ 1370 cm−1 exhibits a much lower
FWHM and higher intensity. PL measurements were undertaken in a microlocal-
ized emitter before heating, after applying heating and after being treated with
ozone, as shown in fig. 21.d.
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Figure 22: a) Photoluminescence (PL) map of microlocalized emission from the color
emitters in hBN nanosheets. The highlighted area represents the brightest emitting
point defect found. b) PL spectra corresponding to the previously mentioned defect
(seen in close-up in the inset). c) PL spectra of the zero-phonon line (ZPL) and phonon
side-band (SB) emission across the visible spectrum. Intensity is normalized to each
maximum intensity value, and shifted on the Y-axis for better visualization.

As the sample goes through the full process, the wide band observed from
1.7 to 2.0 eV for the pristine sample (black line) is reduced (red line) and even
dissappears when treated in ozone (blue line). This PL broad background emis-
sion was detected in all pristine hBN nanosheets, and also at the bare substrate,
but clearly disappears in all cases after the whole process. For this reason it can
be attributed to the existence of organic residues from the solvent. Changes in
quality are even clearer when focusing to the emitter ZPL, for which no change is
observed after heating, but its peak emission is greatly enhanced when the ozone
treatment is applied to the sample.

To find a particular emitter to keep studying their properties, the surface
of the sample covered with hBN nanosheets was scanned by µ-PL to detect any
emitter signal. The µ-PL spectrum (fig. 22.b) shows an example of the spectra
recorded in one of the brightest emitters found (see inset of fig. 22.b). The main
feature in this PL spectrum is its very intense ZPL at 2.13 eV, with a phonon
SB replica located at 1.95 eV. PL measurements of various point defects were
taken, showing ZPL transition energies across the visible spectrum with similar
ZPL and phonon SB distribution (fig. 22.c), similar results have been found in
the literature [73,95]. From there, the possibilities of tailoring nanosheets to hold
particular color defects become apparent, as their emission cover a broad energy
range, which is relevant for application purposes. Therefore, our interest on the
post-treatment is more than justified, as it relates directly to both quantity and
quality of the light emission of the color emitters. This is due to the fact that
these optical properties are determined specially by the presence of stacking faults,
dislocations [102], surface charges [93], and defects affecting phonon interactions
[103], ZPL shift [102], and lifetime [104].
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Figure 23: Histogram of monitored broad ZPL energies of the whole dataset on all the
substrates used, labeled with possible origin for the impurities and vacancies responsi-
ble for the emitters found, according to the literature. [74, 78, 80, 100, 101]. The most
probable emitter appears to lie at 2.16 eV.

Fig. 23 shows the histogram of the ZPL peak energies data from emitting
color centers in all measured samples. The ZPL energies range from 1.56 to 2.27
eV, with 2.16 eV being the most probable value, which is consistent with the
results reported in the literature [92, 104]. It is clear that such a wide range of
emitter energies means that the origin for the point defects can be multiple. Ac-
cording to the literature, there are several candidates, such as boron and nitrogen
crystal vacancies (labelled as VB, VN , respectively) [77–79, 83] and atom impuri-
ties, associated to localized oxygen, carbon, silicon and hydrogen [78,80–82,105] or
dangling bonds [100], commonly localized near the crystal edges or grain bound-
aries. All these possibilities are marked in fig. 23, as suggested in bibliography,
however there is still an unknown origin for some of the ZPL energies, and other
possibilities arise, such as lattice strain [84,85,106] or temperature effects [97,107]
that could also be affecting the emission energy.

3.3.3 Analysis of thickness and substrate effects

We investigated the particularities of the optical emission from emitters on hBN
nanosheets when deposited on different substrates. To expand this research fur-
ther than the typical dielectric substrates, silicon (Si) and silicon oxide on silicon
(SiO2/Si), the nanosheets were also deposited on metallic films, aluminum (Al)
and gold (Au) on SiO2/Si.

The comparison between representative PL spectra recorded on different
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Figure 24: a) Photoluminescence (PL) spectra of the optical emission from color
emitters on hBN nanosheets dispersed on Au, Al, Si and SiO2 substrates. Spectra are
normalized to their maximum PL intensity and y-shifted for better visualization. b)
Calculated probability of finding an emitter per µm2, counted by dividing the substrate
areas in 1 µm2 areas with emitters and without emitters. c) Average FWHM of the
ZPL peaks and average ZPL/SB intensity ratio of color defects observed in the samples,
for the four substrates used. FWHM and ZPL/SB ratio calculated by Lorentzian peak
fitting. Error bars represent the standard deviation of the data set. d) PL spectra
of hBN nanosheets with different thickness dispersed on Si substrates. Spectra are
normalized to their maximum PL intensity and y-shifted for better visualization. e)
Calculated probability of finding an emitter per µm2, in function of nanosheet thickness.
f) Average FWHM of the ZPL peaks and ZPL/SB ratio of color defects as a function
of nanosheet thickness over Si substrates. FWHM and ZPL/SB ratio calculated by
Lorentzian peak fitting. Error bars represent the standard deviation of the data set.

substrates is shown in fig. 24.a, where the ZPL was aligned at 2.16 eV for all
samples to simplify the comparison. These spectra on different substrates are
similar, except the case of hBN onto the Au substrate, which exhibits a broader
peak and higher PL background.

By dividing the substrate in 1 µm2 areas and counting which ones presented
emitting color defects and which did not, we calculated the probability of finding
an emitter in hBN nanosheets depending on the substrate. The results are shown
in fig. 24.b, where a distinction between emitting and non-emitting color defects
is made, as color defects could be present in the nanosheets, just in an state that
does not emit light. The probability is similar, around 30% for all substrates
except gold, which has the lowest probability at ≈ 12%.

PL emission was also compared as a function of hBN nanosheet thick-
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ness to clarify if the color defects are located close to the surface or inside the
nanosheet. Sample thickness was identified by Raman measurements as shown
above. Through Raman mapping, hBN nanosheets were localized with their cor-
responding thickness, and simultaneously, their PL spectra were recorded. Fig.
24.d shows five representative cases of PL emission from nanosheets with thick-
ness varying from 1 to 5 monolayers. All the measured hBN nanosheets exhibit
a relatively high emitter probability around 30% following the same calculation
method than before. This is in contrast to results reported in the literature, where
fewer color defects were detected in hBN monolayers in comparison to thick crys-
tals [104]. This could be attributed to the higher quality of hBN nanosheetsm,
enhanced by the post-treatment made to the samples. Therefore, the facts of
enhancement of PL emission after the surface ozone treatment, PL quenching
when deposited on Au substrates and a similar amount of light-emitting point
defects in monolayers and several-layer nanosheets, seem to indicate that point
defects are localized preferentially at the hBN surface.

The average ZPL FWHM and ZPL/SB intensity ratio for all four substrate
used are shown in fig. 24.c. Similarly to the case with the emitter probability,
both magnitudes are almost the same for SiO2, Si and Al surfaces [108–111].
FWHM and ZPL/SB ratio are larger (66 meV) and smaller (≈ 5%), respectively,
for the case of hBN nanosheets onto the Au surface. Unexpectedly, the Al sub-
strate showed similar PL spectra that the dielectric ones. This could be due
to the surface of the substrate being oxidized by the ozone treatment, and thus
not affecting the PL emission. In the next section, X-ray photoelectron spec-
troscopy (XPS) will be used to perform a chemical surface analysis to determine
the oxidation status of the substrates.

We also present the statistics on ZPL FWHM and ZPL/SB ratio for all
substrates and hBN thicknesses, shown in figs. 25.a-d as a function of the ZPL
energy. We found ZPL FWHM values ranging from ≈ 2 to 117 meV for different
substrates (figs. 25.a-b) and hBN thicknesses (figs. 25.c-d). We have found higher
dispersion on ZPL FWHM and ZPL/SB ratio for ZPL peak energies between 2.10
and 2.25 eV, which is in accordance with the ZPL-SB statistics and previous work
reported in the literature [95]. According to that work, these variations should be
related to the enhanced electron-phonon interaction of the different point defects
and charge traps emitting at higher energies.

Figs. 25.b and d show the dependence of the ZPL FWHM as a function
of the ZPL/SB ratio, with a similar trend for all used substrates and nanosheet
thickness. An increase in the ratio and thus lowering the contribution of SB
emission leads to a narrowing of the ZPL FWHM due to a weaker coupling to
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Figure 25: 3D visualization of ZPL and SB energy difference and ZPL/SB ratio respec-
tively as a function of ZPL FWHM and ZPL transition energy for different substrates
(a, b) and nanosheet thickness (c, d).

longitudinal optical phonons or reduced charge traps [95,112], which result on an
enhancement of the light emission properties.

Finally, two examples of PL emission from these emitting color defects are
shown in fig. 26.a and b, where each one of the components forming the PL
emission has been resolved by deconvolution. The two samples differ in the
intensity of the phonon SB: in the first one it is pretty significant, but in the
second one it is barely present. The ZPL typically shows a peak asymmetry, which
has been attributed to acoustic phonon interaction [95] or a second electronic
transition [113]. However, another kind of SB emission [94, 95], separated from
the ZPL by an energy shift of approximately 170 meV, is also present and is
attributable to optical phonon interactions [95] or electron-phonon coupling [94,
114].

From the previous statistics shown in figs. 25.a and b, we can conclude that
the ZPL-SB energy difference is roughly constant with an average value of around
170 meV for different substrates (fig. 25.a) and hBN thicknesses (fig. 25.c) in ac-
cordance to the literature [75,113]. This observation means that point defects are
mainly located in a given 2D-hBN monolayer and are not energetically affected
by the number of monolayers of the nanosheet nor by the chemical nature of their
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Figure 26: Photoluminescence (PL) spectra of two different emitters showing both
very narrow zero-phonon line (ZPL) emission with: a) significant and b) negligible
contribution of SB phonon emission. ZPL and SB peaks fitted to Lorentzian functions.
ZPL peak is attributed to the transition of a point defect, higher energy SB peak is
assigned to longitudinal acoustic phonons, and lower-energy SB peaks are belonging to
longitudinal optical phonons [95].

interface with the different substrates. However, the ZPL-SB energy difference
figure shows a certain variation with the ZPL energy. From the variation, we can
observe that the minimum values of around 150 meV correspond to EZPL ≈ 1.85
eV that matches point defects such as VBO2−Si−1−OBOBVN−VBSiiVN [74,80],
marked on previous fig. 23. Higher dispersion in values for the ZPL-SB energy dif-
ference (150 to 200 meV) are found at higher ZPL energies (2.10 to 2.25 eV) which
correspond to a different origin of point defects (VNCB, VNNB, CBNBVN , ON , ...)
also in fig. 23. Other factors that could play a role in having a higher range of
values at higher energy are lattice deformations, affecting both the peak energy
and phonon coupling [96,106].

3.3.4 Analysis of X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)

We applied X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) to perform a chemical sur-
face analysis of metallic Au, Al and also semiconducting Si substrates. Measure-
ments were performed with the setup explained in section 2.3.1, and they were
taken at RT with a pass energy of 20 eV.

High-energy resolution XPS spectra of Au 4f are depicted on fig. 27.a. From
these, we see that the surface of the gold substrate is purely metallic, in contrast
to Al (fig. 27.b) and Si (fig. 27.c) substrate, which present peaks attributed to
their oxidized form (Al2O3 and SiO2), respectively. Note that these substrates
were not subject to the surface ozone treatment, so their surfaces were oxidized
even before such treatment. The gold substrate, due to its purity and chemical
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Figure 27: High-energy resolution XPS spectra of: a) Au 4f measured on the bare Au
substrate, b) Al 2p measured on the bare Al substrate, and c) Si 2p measured on the Si
substrate. Red lines represent the fitted values into the individual components. Surface
of the Au substrate is purely metallic, but the surface of the Al and Si substrates
is oxidized by Al2O3 and SiO2 layers, respectively. Histograms of the ZPL transition
energy emission from point defects in hBN nanosheets deposited on: d) Au and oxidized
e) Al and Si substrates. There is a marked B-vacancy defect saturated with two oxygen
atoms (VBO2) with ZPL transition at 1.85 eV as a possible candidate for emission at
lower energies. Simulations of the band-bending profile with respect to the depth of the
hBN monolayer from the interface with: g) Au and oxidized h) Al i) Si substrates with
shown transition energy of the VBO2 defect [74].

stability, is purely metallic and would be enable an electron transfer from the
localized centers in hBN nanosheets into its Fermi sea. Histograms of the ZPL
transition energy emission on the different substrates are shown in figs. 27.d-f.
Oxidized Al and Si substrates show a similar ZPL transition energy distribution
of color defects from 1.65 to 2.25 eV, whereas the Au substrate seems to quench
ZPL transition energies lower than 1.9 eV. The origin of a lower energy emission
is unknown, however, a boron vacancy defect saturated with two oxygen atoms
(VBO2) with ZPL transition energy at 1.85 eV might be a possible candidate [74].
Band-bending profile simulations were performed, of an hBN monolayer with
respect to its depth and interface with all three substrates, all shown in figs. 27.g-
i. The Fermi level is positioned above the VBO2 defect transition energy for all
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substrates except for gold. In the case ofAu, its Fermi level is positioned below the
VBO2 defect at the interface with hBN. This situation will lead to the quenching
of all possible defects that are emitting at lower energy than that through a
nonradiative electron transfer process. This conclusion actually reinforces the
previous idea that the nature of the defects created in hBN nanosheets might be
located at the surface.

3.3.5 Far-field emission calculations

Through far-field angle-dependent emission patterns calculations for color defects
in hBN at the four substrates and various hBN thicknesses, we expect to have
a better perspective for future applications as single photon emitters. The basis
for the calculations performed in this chapter in collaboration with Dr. Hamid
Pashaei Adl are rooted on the Lorentz reciprocity theorem [115–117], which states
that exchanging the locations of the current and the location where the calculated
field is evaluated will have no impact on the relationship between a localized
oscillating current and the resultant electric field:

∫∫∫
~EJ1 · ~J2d3~r =

∫∫∫
~EJ2 · ~J1d3~r (1)

where ~J is the localized time-harmonic current density that is oscillating at an
angular frequency ω and ~E is the consequential electric field resulted from such
current density. This theorem is a powerful technique for far-field evaluation in
various science fields related to point sources.

Moreover, the angular reflectance spectra of the structures (shown in 28.a)
have been calculated using well known transfer matrix methods (TMM). The
transfer matrix can be obtained directly by applying the boundary conditions
[118, 119] of the electromagnetic field at the interface of adjacent layers. The
electric and magnetic field at the two positions z and z + δz in the same layer
can be related via the following transfer matrix [120,121]:

Ml(∆z) =

(
cos(kz∆z) − µω

kzc
sin(kz∆z)

kzc
µω
sin(kz∆z) cos(kz∆z)

)

where l = 1, 2, ..., N , where N is the total number of the layers in the substrate
and kz is the propagation constant of the EM field. In-plane emission was ap-
plied assuming that the dipole of the light emitter lies in the plane of the hBN
monolayer [95–97]. The radiating molecules within the crystal can be modeled as
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classical forced electric dipole oscillators distributed in the active layer [122,123].
Such dipoles can have different orientations and emission frequencies, incoher-
ently contributing to the far-field emission pattern. Multi-layer reflections can
occur between different layers of the structure, complicating the optical model-
ing. Practically, a large number of dipoles need to be used to precisely compute
the spatial emission pattern in such a method, which consumes extensive com-
putational resources. Here’s precisely where the reciprocity theorem comes into
play, as it permits converting a light out-coupling problem of a structure into a
light in-coupling problem [124–126]. This allows to simplify the problem, provid-
ing the information of the spatial emission pattern in a computationally efficient
way.

Using this method, the calculations shown in figs. 28.b-e were performed and
compared with experimental results. It is worth to note that simulations do not
include the oxidized layers of SiO2 and Al2O3 on the Al and Si substrates that
were observed with the XPS measurements, as they were so thin oxidized layers
that would not affect the far-field in comparison with the semi-infinite Al and
Si substrates. The comparison of the far-field emission patterns in the different
substrates is shown in fig. 28.b. The emission patterns were all calculated for an
emission wavelength of 575 nm, which coincides with the maximum detected ZPL
transition energy. All substrates have a similar symmetric ellipsoidal-like shapes,
with higher PL emission intensity on metallic substrates than on dielectric ones.

However, a very important factor affecting the collected emission intensity
is the numerical aperture of the objective, which should be considered, as it has
to be taken into account when comparing experimental and calculated results.
In our experiments a 0.9 NA objective has been used. For illustration, it has
been highlighted in blue at both figs. 28.b and d. As a result, Si substrate has
been found to have maximum collection with all radiated intensity located at the
collection lens area. On the other hand, emission losses caused by the maximum
emission angle being located out of the collecting lens area have been found for the
rest of substrates. Calculated PL emission from metallic substrates is consistent
with the experimental results, giving rise to lower outcoupled emitted light than
dielectric ones, even if calculated values are slightly smaller than experimental
ones.

We have also calculated the far-field with a comparison between nanosheet
thicknesses. At fig. 28.d, the angular distribution of the radiated intensity in
the far-field is presented for all thicknesses located on top of a Si substrate.
We considered the different percentages of emitters experimentally found in the
nanosheets with varying thicknesses from 1-5 monolayers in the calculations. In
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Figure 28: a) Schematic representation of the structure of samples used in the experi-
ments: I) SiO2/Si with an oxidized layer thickness of 285 nm, (II) Au/SiO2/Si with a
metal thickness of 30 nm, (III) Al/SiO2/Si with a metal thickness of 100 nm, and (IV)
Si with a thickness of 380 µm. b) Angular distribution of the radiated intensity from
point defects from hBN nanosheets in the far-field corresponding to the represented
structures in a). d) Angular representation of the radiated intensity in the far-field as
a function of nanosheet thickness on a Si substrate. Schematically shown in b) and d),
the blue area represents the numerical aperture of the collecting lens (NA = 0.9), and
the radiated patterns are calculated at λ = 575 nm (maximal emitted ZPL transition
energy). Illustration of the maximum values of the radiated intensity as a function of: c)
different substrates and e) nanosheets thickness for calculated and experimental values.
The far-field values were normalized to the experimental values for the Si substrate
with maximal intensity.

light of this, a different percentage of charges in the hBN nanosheets is accounted
for in the current density as different dipole moment strength, where the current
density is assumed to be an oscillating dipole with the origin at the center of the
charge distribution, the center of the flake (following the previously mentioned
method). Fig. 28.e shows the comparison between the maximum values of calcu-
lated and experimental radiated intensity corresponding to the average intensity
of ZPL emission as a function of nanosheet thickness on the Si substrate, after
normalizing the maximum emission intensity for three monolayers.

Calculations were also performed on SiO2 substrate (fig. 29.a), as it is one
of the most typical substrates used with 2D materials. In fig. 29.b, it can be
seen that the maximum emission angle in this material results in emission losses
that are not collected because of the limitations of the numerical aperture, as
previously mentioned. Again, the highest emission in this case is reached for a
thickness of 3 monolayers. Calculated values for Si and SiO2 substrates are in
good agreement with experiments, reinforcing the previous idea that thicker hBN
nanosheets, where emitting point defects are localized at increasing distances from
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Figure 29: a) Schematic image of SiO2/Si substrate covered by hBN and the angular
distribution of the radiated intensity in the far-field as a function of the hBN layers.
Here the numerical aperture of the collecting lens is NA = 0.9 and the radiated patterns
are calculated at λ = 575 nm (maximal emitted ZPL transition energy). b) Illustration
of the maximum values of the radiated intensity as a function of different substrates.
The far-field values were normalized to the experimental values for the SiO2 substrate
with maximal intensity.

the interface with the substrate, hence giving rise to higher brightness compared
with a monolayer, which is also in agreement with results reported in the litera-
ture. Above a thickness of 3 monolayers, the outcoupled PL begins to decrease.

3.4 Conclusions

From our results, it follows that the structural quality of hBN nanosheets and
surface is critical for the spectral features observed in light emission associated to
point defects in hBN. By using the post-treatment proposed here that includes
thermal annealing and ozone treatment, the quality of the thin hBN nanosheets
was improved by the reduction of charge traps at surface and promoting the
creation of emitting color centers, whose chemical nature is still under debate.
Moreover, it is possible to find and study such single emitters that emit light
throughout the entire visible wavelength range with very narrow ZPL (on the
order of meV) and/or low/negligible phonon SB contribution at RT.

Gold substrates have been found to quench the emission of emitters with
lower energies than 1.9 eV, which could help in future work concerning the deter-
ministic creation and tailoring color defects in hBN nanosheets. The behaviour
observed for gold contrasts with that observed in dielectric or oxidized surfaces,
revealing an important influence of the substrate as carrier reservoirs that con-
tributes to defect recombination processes. The proposed hBN treatment is sim-
ple to follow and permits the generation of room-temperature emitters with high
structural quality that will be highly important for future applications in quantum
photonics and other fields of research that require reliable single-photon sources.
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4 Two-dimensional perovskites: Revealing their

exciton fine structure by hBN-capping

Following the wave of research on lead halide perovskites for solar cells and other
devices, the problem of their stability has been one of the main issues to allow
perovskite devices to reach the market. Two-dimensional (2D) perovskites are
a particular form of perovskite which have improved stability, and have been
on the cutting edge of research in the last years. However, to implement and
optimize their use in actual and future devices, more research is needed to better
understand their properties. Thanks to a collaboration with the research group
of Iván Mora from UJI (Universidad Jaume I, in Castellón de la Plana (Spain))
that synthesized two different bulk crystals of multilayered 2D perovskites for us,
we started investigating their optical properties. This section will cover all basic
information on the samples and our research into hBN-capping 2D perovskites
and how it affects the exciton dynamics of the system.

This chapter resulted in the published paper "Revealing giant exciton fine-
structure splitting in 2D perovskites using van der Waals passivation" [127].

4.1 Basic overview

In general, perovskite crystals follow the formula ABC3, where A and B are
cations and C are anions bonded to both A and B. The crystalline configuration
of interest to our research is cubic, but some other perovskite structures also
exist. In our case, as seen in fig. 30.a, the atoms of element C form an octahedron
around the B atoms, while those are present with coordination number 6. A lot of
compounds present this structure in nature, with a wide array of properties and
applications, but a particular family has been the main focus of research on the
fields of photonics, optoelectronics and material science: organic/inorganic lead
halide perovskites. This family of perovskites, also called hybrid lead perovskites
due to the inclusion of organic molecules as cation A (methylammonium, for
example), have particularly interesting properties, such as high charge carrier
mobility, quantum efficiency and diffusion length [128], important for the field of
photovoltaics [129] and to build light emitting diodes (LEDs) [130], lasers [131],
photoelectrocatalysis [132]... However, these materials present a lack of long-term
stability, which limits further commercialization of perovskite devices. Some of
the more important factors for this degradation can be the exposition to light
and humidity, affecting the chemical composition of the perovskite crystals and
reducing their efficiency until they are not longer useful. Depending on the device,
different strategies have been tried to prevent perovskite degradation, such as
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Figure 30: a) Components of the perovskite structure. b) General structure of layered
Ruddlesden-Popper perovskite, here shown for n = 1 and 2, respectively.

changing the chemical composition of the material [133,134] or the development
of protective layers around the perovskite crystal to reduce direct contact between
the perovskite and the environment. Other approach to the problem has been the
synthesis of hybrid layered perovskites. Hybrid layered perovskites are composed
of layers of inorganic octahedra cells held together by long organic cations working
as spacers between layers. These organic spacers envelop the octahedra cell,
providing an extra layer of protection. Depending on the spacing between layers,
they can be classified into two phases: Dion-Jacobson and Ruddlesden-Popper.
The first kind have their organic spacers directly connect two layers of inorganic
perovskite. In the case of the Ruddlesden-Popper phase, the one that is used in
our research, each layer of spacers and perovskite are separated from the next
one, yet held together by van der Waals forces, with the structure depicted in fig.
30.b and c.

Their layered structure allows for exfoliation, reducing them to few layers.
This allows manipulation as with any other 2D material, for example to build
heterostructures with them. For these reasons and their improved stability, they
have been on the forefront of perovskite stability research. Their integration with
3D perovskites has been one of the ways that has been used for improving the
stability of perovskite devices [30,31]. Besides their protecting effects, the organic
spacers tend to prevent hybridization between adjacent perovskite layers [135]. As
a consequence of this, these crystals can be conceived as a series of quantum wells
or multi-quantum well structure, which implies that exfoliation process effects
only have a minor influence on the optical emission properties of these perovskites
[135] in contrast to that observed in other 2D materials. Depending on the organic
compounds used in their synthesis, their properties change slightly. Some of
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the more usual are phenethylammonium, buthylammonium or methylammonium
halides.

In the case of our research, the perovskites were synthesized by chemical
processes described in the Appendix A. The chemical formula of our used family of
materials is (PEA)2(MA)n−1PbnI3n+1, where n represents the layers of inorganic
perovskite between each two layers of organic spacers, as seen in fig. 30.b. For n
> 1, methylammonium (MA) is found between the inorganic perovskite layers to
allow this configuration. In this chapter, a complete optical characterisation of
the material is performed, by means of optical microscopy and PL. Beyond that, a
study of the effect of hBN-capping the 2D perovskite in terms of their PL emission
is presented, both at room (RT) and low (LT) temperatures. Particularly the PL
spectrum of the perovskite nanosheets changes drastically after the hBN-capping,
showing previously "hidden" excitonic transitions. This will be explained through
the effect of spectral diffusion, a phenomenon which is the most common source of
lineshape broadening in semiconductor nanostructures [136]. From there, a model
based on the stochastic AC Stark shift created by a population of N active charge
fluctuations on the material will be used to propose the hypothesis about the
changes in exciton dynamics present on the hBN-capped 2D perovskites. Finally,
a hypothesis is presented on the origin of these active charge fluctuations and
how hBN-capping could affect them, through van der Waals surface passivation.
This hypothesis was tested through a geometrical model of the heterostructure.

4.2 Material characterisation

This section will contain the basic study of the properties of the material, as its
experimental particularities were unknown to us. Its optical appearance and the
perceived quality of the samples were studied through optical microscopy. After
that, a detailed study of the PL of the material will be presented, first at RT
and then at LT, where the study of the PL emission from the hBN-perovskite
heterostructure will be explained in detail. Then, results of AFM mapping of two
representative samples will be presented.

4.2.1 Optical microscopy

The starting material, as synthesized, consists of macrocrystals (fig. 31.a). De-
pending on n in the compound structure (PEA)2(MA)n−1PbnI3n+1, the color
was either orange (n = 1) or red (n = 2).

From here, the material was exfoliated down to the nanometer scale by
the technique described on subsection 2.1.1. Nanosheets were transferred upon
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Figure 31: a) Layered two-dimensional perovskite in its macroscopical form, orange
in their n = 1 form, dark red in their n = 2 form. b, c) Optical images of perovskite
flakes upon PDMS substrate, from n = 1 and n = 2 respectively.

PDMS to perform the next steps of the optical characterisation. After that, they
were optically characterized under the microscope. As can be seen in fig. 31.b
and c, they differ in appearance depending on its value of n.

Nanosheets with n = 1 present a green, smooth surface (fig. 31.b) which
indicate a constant thickness throughout the sample (i.e. constant color con-
trast). The crystalline flakes of n = 2 were not so easily exfoliable, and we find
a higher variability of thicknesses in the nanosheet and more difficult transfer to
the substrate. A couple of possible reasons for these difficulties on exfoliation
could be the crystallinity or mixed phases in the growth of n = 2 samples, which
would also be reflected on higher thickness variability on the flakes. We observe
reddish-green tones in the surface of these samples (fig. 31.c).

It is interesting to point out that the exfoliation of both n = 1 and n = 2
perovskites resulted in thicker samples than those found exfoliating other mate-
rials, not finding many thin nanosheets of note. In fact, the thickness of most
of the studied flakes was in the order of 100-200 nm (see fig. 32 for AFM im-
ages and thickness profiles). However, as demonstrated below, the emission of
such nanosheets is quite narrow at low temperature. Besides that, as mentioned
above, the samples should not behave much differently from a single monolayer,
thanks to the negligible interaction between layers due to the strong quantum
confinement introduced by the organic spacers (PEA).
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Figure 32: a, b) AFM images of two different PEA2PbI4 flakes with similar optical
contrast as the ones used for hBN-capping. Scales are not height-corrected to the
substrate. c) Horizontal height profile of the sample, taken at the line marked in the
inset. Data is corrected to the height of the substrate. Average thickness of the sample
was 110 nm (around 55 layers). d) Vertical height profile of the sample, taken at the line
marked in the inset. Data is also corrected. Sample presents two different thicknesses,
one of 230 nm (around 115 layers) and other of 120 nm (around 60 layers).

4.2.2 Photoluminescence spectroscopy

For further characterisation and quality control of the material, µ-PL measure-
ments were needed. Following the methods explained in chapter 2, µ-PL spectra
were acquired for both n = 1 and n = 2 exfoliated nanosheets.

Figure 33.a shows a representative PL spectrum obtained at RT in n = 1
perovskite nanosheets. This spectrum is dominated by a lorentzian-like peak
accompanied of a weaker feature located at lower energies. Fitting the data to
two Lorentzian peaks, we find that the dominant peak is centered around 2.360
± 0.001 eV, with a FWHM of 0.0500 ± 0.0013 eV. This peak can be attributed to
free excitons (FX). The second peak is centered around 2.319 ± 0.001 eV with a
FWHM of 0.0650 ± 0.0013 eV, attributed to trapped excitons (TX). In the case
of n = 2, the PL spectra are dominated by a peak centered at around 2.151 ±
0.001 eV, with a FWHM of 0.060 ± 0.001 eV. This peak again is attributable to
FX. As in the n = 1 nanosheets, the FX peak is accompanied by a weak peak.
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Figure 33: Representative PL spectra from (PEA)2(MA)n−1PbnI3n+1 nanosheets: a)
n = 1 and n = 2 at room temperature.

Fitting deconvolution processes indicate that the weak peak is centered at around
2.098 ± 0.001 eV, with a FWHM of 0.12 ± 0.01 eV. This peak corresponds, as
in n = 1, to trapped excitons (TX). These peaks are shifted from the n = 1 case
due to the changes in composition of the material that also result in changes to
the structure.

As next steps in our research, we built heterostructures by stacking hBN
nanosheets on top of 2D perovskite flakes, partly covering it. In this way, the effect
of hBN-capping on the optical response of the perovskites can be unambiguously
studied, by µ-PL measurements.

Figure 34.a shows the µ-PL spectra from two areas of a perovskite nanosheet
(uncapped and hBN-capped) with n = 1. These spectra were recorded at 4 K
with an excitation power of 1.5 µW. The uncapped µ-PL spectrum reveals two
main transitions. The less intense one, centred around 2.305 ± 0.001 eV can
be attributed to trapped excitons (TX), and the dominant one, centered around
2.343 ± 0.001 eV, corresponds to free excitons (FX) [137]. These results are in
agreement with those recently reported by Do et al. [22]. In that work, it was
also shown that spin orbit coupling splits the excitonic transition in 2D halide
perovskites into four different recombination paths (labelled there X1, X2, X3

and X4) [22]. The µ-PL line that we have assigned to TX is equivalent to that
labelled as X1 in ref. transition. The X4 transition should lay at higher energies,
'2.38 eV, and it is outside of our measurement range. The X2 and X3 labelled
transitions are compatible with our FX energy range. Through a fitting of FX
(fig. 34.b) as a combination of three Gaussian lines, we find a first peak, which
can be attributed to a phonon replica contribution [138], and the other two at
2.342 ± 0.001 eV and 2.345 ± 0.001 eV, which correspond to the X2 and X3
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Figure 34: a) Photoluminescence spectra of a representative sample of 2D perovskite
(n = 1) for both uncapped (uncoloured spectrum) and hBN-capped (coloured spectrum)
areas. Measurements were performed at 4 K by a 405 nm continuous-wave laser at 1.5
µW of power over a SiO2/Si substrate. b) Close-up of the previous photoluminescence
spectra for uncapped perovskite (n = 1). c) Close-up of the previous photoluminescence
spectra for hBN-capped perovskite (n = 1).
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Figure 35: a) Photoluminescence spectra of a representative sample of 2D perovskite
(n = 2) for both uncapped (uncoloured spectrum) and hBN-capped (coloured spectrum)
areas. Measurements were performed at 4 K by a 405 nm continuous-wave laser at 0.8
µW of power over a SiO2/Si substrate. b) Close-up of the previous photoluminescence
spectra for uncapped perovskite (n = 2). c) Close-up of the previous photoluminescence
spectra for hBN-capped perovskite (n = 2).
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transitions, both with a FWHM of ∼ 4 meV.

On n = 2 nanosheets, the peaks are shifted to lower energies, as we observed
above for RT measurements. These µ-PL spectra were recorded at 4 K with an
excitation power of 800 nW. In this case, TX recombination shows a broader
emission line (> 20 meV). It is hard to assign it to a clear transition peak, as the
TX recombination peak appears to be located within an energy range from 2.11
to 2.14 eV. This can be attributed to the higher structural complexity of n = 2
perovskites, affecting their optical properties. For example, in n = 2, the donor-
acceptor pair optical transition is activated between the range of our TX and
FX transitions [137], something that does not happen in the simpler structure
of n = 1. In both cases, Pb+2 and I− vacancies are possible, but in n = 2, MA
molecules can occupy these vacancies, creating ionized donor-acceptor pairs. A
fitting with three Gaussian contributions for the FX peak (fig. 35.b), we find
two of them at 2.153 ± 0.001 eV and 2.155 ± 0.001 eV would correspond to the
literature-reported X2 and X3 transitions, with FWHM of ' 4 meV. In this case,
we find that X3 transition seems to emit with lower intensity than X2, in contrast
to the n = 1 case.

The µ-PL spectra measured in the hBN-capped areas of the n = 1 and n
= 2 perovskites (Figs. 34.c and 35.c, respectively) drastically differ from these
acquired in the uncapped areas of the nanosheets. In particular, the FX peak
is separated into five different transitions, previously mentioned phonon replica
contribution, which can be fitted as a Gaussian, and the other four, which seem
to exhibit a Lorentzian lineshape. These four peaks can be classified as the tran-
sitions corresponding to the upper and lower subbands of X2 and X3 [22]. Their
positions are graphically summarized in fig. 36, together with the corresponding
fine-structure splitting (FSS) for each sample. In the case of n = 1 (fig. 34.c), the
FWHM of these peaks decreases four-fold, resulting in ' 1 meV. This value is in
contrast to the Gaussian FWHM in the uncapped area of the perovskite. For n =

2, FWHMs are less homogeneous between them, although similar in magnitude:
0.77 ± 0.09, 0.46 ± 0.05, 0.87 ± 0.09 and 0.66 ± 0.08 meV. These values are in
agreement with the recent literature [22].

We have labelled ∆X2 and ∆X3 as the energy distances of each subband
due to FSS for each transition (X2 and X3). The mean experimental FSS values
obtained for ∆X2,3 obtained are:

∆Xm,n=1
2 = 1.00± 0.10 meV,

∆Xm,n=1
3 = 1.25± 0.10 meV,
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Figure 36: Representation of the experimental values for the fine-structure splitting
observed in our set of samples for both n = 1 and n = 2.

∆Xm,n=2
2 = 1.43± 0.10 meV,

∆Xm,n=2
3 = 1.56± 0.10 meV.

In both the n = 1 and n = 2 cases, these FSS values are comparable to values from
other two studies of the PL from PEA-based two-dimensional perovskites [22,139],
although the exact origin for each peak is still under debate, as Posmyk et al. [139]
attribute the multi-peak spectrum to exciton-polaron states with a splitting of 2.1
± 0.1 meV in contrast to spin-orbit coupling splitting from Do et al. of up to ≈ 2
meV. Although our experiments cannot provide information on the origin of these
peaks due to the lack of magnetic field equipment, the results reported here seem
to support arguments presented by Do et al. In any case, these values are larger
in magnitude than other FSS values from perovskite nanocrystals [140–142] and
other materials [143, 144]. Below we will demonstrate that spectral diffusion is
the mechanism through which the emission from X2 and X3 transitions is mixed
and hidden under what seems like a single optical transition, both in the n = 1
and 2 cases.

4.3 Spectral diffusion

The change in the behaviour of the hBN-capped perovskite system from the un-
capped situation with a broad Gaussian peak to distinct Lorentzian transitions
is interpreted here as fluctuations in the organic layer dynamically shifting the
excitonic transition energies. This effect results in a broader Lorentzian line, even-
tually producing an overlap of the optical transitions, giving rise to a Gaussian
line. Therefore, to better understand this effect, we applied a Gaussian stochas-
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tic model of spectral diffusion [145,146]. This model treats the time dependence
of the transition energy as random fluctuations above an average value ω with
Gaussian statistics:

ω(t) =< ω > +δω(t), < δω(t) >= 0. (2)

These fluctuations increase the frequency range of a Gaussian distribution of
transition frequencies with a variance Σ =

√
< δω2 >. From here, the timescale

of these random fluctuations can be described by the correlation time τc:

τc =
1

∆2

∫ ∞
0

dt < δω(t)δω(0) > . (3)

Then, by taking the Fourier transform of the temporal correlation function, we
can obtain the frequency-dependent intensity spectrum σ(ω):

σ(ω) =

∫ ∞
0

e−g(t)+it(ω−ω0)dt (4)

g(t) =
Σ2τ 2c
h̄2

(
t

τc
+ e−

t
τc − 1) (5)

where ω0 represents the frequency that corresponds to each excitonic transition.
As a first approximation to better understand the behaviour of the function, we
can stablish two limits:

• For τcΣ >> h̄, the distribution will have a Gaussian lineshape.

• For τcΣ << h̄, the behaviour will be Lorentzian.

After that, we analytically solved the Fourier transform using Wolfram Mathe-
matica:

σteo(ω) = τce
Σ2τ2

c
h̄2 (

Σ2τ 2c
h̄2

)−τc(
Σ2τc
h̄2 −iω+iω0)(Γ[τc(

Σ2τc

h̄2
− iω + iω0)]

− Γ[τc(
τcΣ

2

h̄2
− iω + iω0),

Σ2τ 2c
h̄2

]) (6)

where Γ[z] and Γ[a, z] are the gamma function and incomplete gamma function,
respectively. From the experimental data, this model has to be fitted to obtain
the values of the respective parameters. The input parameters are the FWHM of
the Gaussian spectra (uncapped), the FWHM of the Lorentzian spectra (hBN-
capped) and the frequency corresponding to the Lorentzian excitonic transition
peaks. From there, the first step we took was to calculate Σ for the Gaussian
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Figure 37: a, b) Modelled transition from Gaussian to Lorentzian behaviour in the n
= 1, 2 cases, fitted to the uncapped and hBN-capped behaviour with an FWHM ≈ 1
meV to 4 meV.

case, hereby noted as ΣG, which corresponds to the Gaussian variance:

ΣG =
FWHMG

2
√

2 ln 2
. (7)

At this point, the problem is to obtain a value for τc, which our experiment cannot
directly estimate. To overcome these difficulties, a lower limit for τc through the
criteria for the Gaussian limit, as previously described. By calculating through
the limit, we obtain a τc lower limit of 0.5 ps. Introducing these values and
varying the value for Σ, the transition from four Lorentzian transitions to a
single Gaussian can be nicely observed for n = 1 (fig. 37.a) and n = 2 (fig. 37.b)
perovskites. Comparing with the experimental µ-PL spectra, previously shown
in figs. 34.c and 35.c, it is clear that the model shows a good agreement.

It should be remarked here that this model only reflects the change on the
spectral behaviour, but it does not explain its origin. As mentioned previously,
the fine-structure of this material had already been measured by Do et al. [22]
and Posmyk et al. [139] through the growth of low-defect perovskite. So, we
hypothesized that the addition of hBN to the top of the perovskite could somehow
reduce the number of defects or active fluctuation centres at the surface that could
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be causing the broadening of the transitions. This hypothesis would explain
why its addition is revealing the "hidden" perovskite fine-structure. To test this
hypothesis, we tried to study the effects of the active fluctuation centres on the
perovskite nanosheet through a simple model of N uncorrelated traps, where each
trap contributes to a Stark shift ∆ to the transition energy [146]. In our case,
we directly relate τc to the timescale of the processes that affect the spectral
diffusion.

By assuming that the random fluctuations of the electric field associated
to dynamical changes follow the same statistics considered above, we can con-
tinue with the equations used for the stochastic model. As a possible source of
these fluctuations, we discussed different possibilities. The one that more closely
matched the system was molecular reorientation, the movements that the long or-
ganic chains perform while not attached to another layer of material [147]. These
movements could affect the general disorder, tilting and bonding of the attached
octahedra cells. However, we found that our lower limit for τc, while lower to the
timescale of molecular reorientation, is lower by two orders of magnitude from
the documented times of molecular reorientation of our organic spacers. Being
that we directly relate τc to the timescale of the processes involved in the spectral
diffusion, we find that, even if we talk only about an lower limit, this discrepancy
might mean that we need to consider possible extra effects that have not been
taken into account.

As τc directly depends on the characteristics of the system, and not on the
number of uncorrelated traps, it can be taken as constant between uncapped and
hBN-capped states, which would allow us then to extract the value of ΣL [146]:

ΣL =

√
FWHMLh̄

2τc
. (8)

From here, and assuming ergodicity (random frequency fluctuations will eventu-
ally visit all possible frequencies of the system in an uniform manner), there is
a relation between the spectral range modulation amplitude Σ, the number of
active fluctuations centres in the system and the Stark shift caused by a single
one (∆) [145, 146]. We can divide this relation for ΣG and ΣL between them
to obtain a relation between these two magnitudes and the active population of
fluctuation centres in each state (uncapped and hBN-capped):

ΣG

ΣL

=

√
NG

NL

, (9)
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This relation allows us to define the following ratio µ:

µExp =
NG

NL

= (
ΣG

ΣL

)2. (10)

Introducing then our values for ΣG and ΣL calculated through our measured
experimental values, we can obtain the lower limit for the ratio of active fluctu-
ation centres reduction by hBN-capping. In the case of n = 1, we obtain µn=1

Exp =

(3.7±0.2); (3.7±0.4); (4.9±0.4) and (4.4±0.4) for each one of the four transitions
(XU

2 , XL
2 , XU

3 , XL
3 ). In the case of n = 2, µn=2

Exp = (4.4±0.8); (7.3±1.2); (3.9±0.6);

and (5.1± 0.9). As the real value of the characteristic time is unknown, and only
its lower limit was what we obtained through the model, our results are just an
lower limit of the active population reduction caused by hBN-capping.

4.4 Van der Waals clamping and geometrical model

In this section, we go deeper into the mechanisms of hBN-capping and how it
could affect the perovskite, reducing the number of active fluctuation centres.
We took into account our hypothesis of relating the active fluctuation centres to
the molecular reorientation of the upper layer and the fact that it has a certain
free movement due to it not being linked to another layer by van der Waals forces.
So, a material on top of another relies on van der Waals forces to stick together.
We believe that the molecular movements of the long organic chains could be
clamped when hBN is placed on top of it.

To test this hypothesis, we built a model to account for the geometrical
overlap between the hexagonal lattice of hBN and the square lattice of the organic
spacers at the perovskite structure, assuming that they hold the same lattice as
the octahedra cells to which they are bonded. For this purpose, we used the
Python package pybinding to generate a model heterostructure, with the top layer
twisted by a variable angle θ in order to account for variations in the positioning
of the lattice. This angle needed only to vary between 0 and 30 degrees, due to
the symmetries of the hexagonal and square lattices.

As one of the parameters of the model, the lateral size of the nanosheet
is relevant, as it will limit the calculations of the model on long-range patterns
and highly extend calculation times. The distances between atoms were obtained
from literature [148] and introduced into the model. To estimate the vertical
distance between the layers, we used the average of the known possible interatomic
distances (dH−NvdW = 0.312 nm, dH−BvdW = 0.320 nm, dC−NvdW = 0.352 nm, dC−BvdW =

0.359 nm), which is 0.335 nm, to define the optimal tolerance distance in the
lattice plane, through the calculation of the triangle formed by these interatomic
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Figure 38: a) Geometrical model of the overlap between the hexagonal (hBN) and
square (organic spacers) lattices of the materials. b, c) Geometrical definition of dT ,
the tolerance distance for the overlap model, for both carbon and hydrogen atoms:
dH−NvdW = 0.312 nm, dH−BvdW = 0.320 nm, dC−NvdW = 0.352 nm, dC−BvdW = 0.359 nm, dT = 0.071
nm.

distances, as can be seen in fig. 38.b and c.

The tolerance distance will be used here as a criteria to consider if two atoms
are overlapping in the lattice plane. Different distances will be tested, including
the one which we obtained geometrically as the optimal one, not accounting for
crystalline effects which alter the actual structure of the system. From the struc-
tural data of the model heterostructure, we coded a simple algorithm to calculate
the distance from each atom of the square lattice to every other atom from the
upper hexagonal lattice. If the obtained value is under the tolerance distance,
it is counted as a coincidence (an overlapping atom between lattices). The cal-
culation then moves to the next perovskite atom until it has been performed in
each one. After that, the twisting angle is increased, the model is re-created and
the calculations start again, until the whole range of angles is swept. After the
coincidence calculation is done, the theoretical ratio of clamped molecules can be
calculated as:

µTheo =
Nsq.lat.

Nsq.lat. −Ncoincidences

. (11)

The models were created for a whole array of parameters, being the most critical
the size of the lattices. The sizes used in the simulations were: (10 x 10, 15
x 15) nm, (20 x 20, 30 x 30) nm and (30 x 30, 45 x 45) nm. In each case, the
smaller size corresponds to the square lattice and the bigger size for the hexagonal
lattice. This is due to the possibility that, due to rotation, parts of the square
lattice could be out of the overlapping surface. Simulation size then was one
of the critical parameters, as possible long-range patterns will not be counted
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and big simulation sizes extend greatly the calculation time. Due to the existing
symmetry between an hexagonal and square lattice (figs. 39.a-c), the range of
non-equivalent angles is comprised between 0 and 30 degrees. The structure in
30º is equivalent to a 90º rotated version of the structure at 0º, seen in the close-
up of the fig. 39.c. This can also be seen in the figs. 39.d-f and 40.a-f where the
results for µTheo look periodic, coming back to the same value in 0º and 30º.

To test how simulation size affected the calculations, we calculated values for
µTheo for 0, 15 and 30º for increasing tolerance distances, for the three simulation
sizes. In figs. 39.d-f, the differences in behaviour of µTheo between simulation
sizes for different tolerance distances seem negligible when these distances are
under half the distance of the hexagonal lattice (dhBN = 0.145 nm) for all angles.
However, for 15º, the differences in µTheo are negligible until around 0.74 times
dhBN , where the larger simulation shoots up quickly. This reinforces our idea
that larger simulation sizes take into account the existence of possible long-range
patterns, so this simulation size was the one used to continue our calculation.

As the twisting angle existing in our heterostructure is unknown, we cal-
culated an average µTheo over all angles to provide a rough comparison between
our calculated value and the lower limit experimentally measured in this work.
However, the problem then is to check if the average is a good approximation to
the value for each angle. As figs. 40.a-f show, once the simulation size reached
its biggest size and a certain threshold of dT is reached, the variation of µTheo is
extremely small, less than 10% between the minimal and maximum values, until
another threshold is reached: the values again shoot up beyond 0.74 times the
tolerance distance.

It would seem then that the average ratio is a good approximation for µTheo
for the largest simulation size until around 0.72 times the tolerance distance; this
is the range in which all of our experimental values that were obtained through
the PL measurements lay on, in the theoretical scale of value. After obtaining
these results, a polynomial fitting was applied to the results of the averaged µ to
obtain the ratio for the optimal tolerance distance (dT,op = 0.071 nm). In fig. 41,
the results and the polynomial fitting are represented with shadowed areas for
the obtained experimental values with their errors.

The theoretical ratio obtained for that optimal distance has a moderate
agreement with the experimental values, but they are not exactly compatible,
neither with n = 1 or n = 2. This result reinforces our assumption that the AC
Stark shift created by active fluctuation centres is reduced by the clamping of
PEA molecules due to van der Waals forces, but it is clear that the model does
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Figure 39: a, b, c) Heterostructure models being twisted by 0, 15 and 30º, with
zoomed-in lattices to reflect the twisting angle effect. d, e, f) Calculated values for
µTheo for 0, 15 and 30º, respectively, for all simulation sizes, as the tolerance distance
(in units of dhBN = 0.145 nm) increases.
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Figure 40: a, b, c, d, e, f) Calculated values for µTheo for the entire angle range
for six different tolerance distances (0.48, 0.52, 0.57, 0.61, 0.70 and 0.74, in units of
dhBN = 0.145 nm)
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Figure 41: Simulation results for the average coincidence ratio µTheo versus the ratio of
the tolerance distance and the lattice constant from hBN. A polynomial fitting was then
applied to find a fitted value for the distance ratio for the optimal tolerance distance
previously obtained, which is 0.489 times the lattice constant for hBN, which is around
0.071 nm.

not include the whole picture and more effects are needed to better represent the
real system.

4.5 Conclusions

The heterostructure formed by hBN-capping a 2D perovskite has been built and
characterized, both by optical microscopy and photoluminescence measurements.
Beyond the basic optical characterisation of (PEA)2(MA)n−1PbnI3n+1 (n = 1
and n = 2 in the present work), the low-temperature characterisation of the
hBN-capped perovskite has also been carried out. This has made possible to
access the exciton fine-structure of the material, something previously attained
by crystals specially grown with a low level of defects. With the novel approach
of hBN-capping, this requirement is waived.

Our hypothesis about the mechanisms of spectral diffusion in the material,
active fluctuation centres causing the broadening of the optical transition line-
shapes measured by µ-PL by stochastic AC Stark effect, is presented and mod-
elled. A extremely good agreement with our experimental results was obtained,
being able to replicate the lineshapes of the µ-PL spectra measured in uncapped
and hBN-capped areas. Furthermore, to test if the stochastic AC Stark effect
hypothesis was correct, we expanded the work with a model of N uncorrelated
fluctuation centres causing a proportional AC Stark shift. From this model, we
obtained the lower limit for the necessary reduction of such fluctuation centres in
order to decrease the FWHM and to measure the exciton fine-structure.

To add on to that, we hypothesized that the active fluctuation centres can
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be directly related to the molecular reorientation movements that the long or-
ganic chains innately have. These movements are clamped when another layer is
stuck by van der Waals forces, except in the case of the top surface layer. We
then hypothesize that the enhancement of optical properties is due to the hBN
layer clamping the movements of the organic spacers in the perovskite nanosheet,
reducing the number of active fluctuation centres. To test this, we created a
geometrical model to account for the lattice overlap and obtained a reasonable
agreement between model and experiment, but it is clear that more effects have
to be taken into account.

Previous studies about hBN encapsulation on perovskite were only focused
on protection from degradation and other extrinsic factors [36]. However, thanks
to the results presented and discussed in this chapter, a new easy, low-cost ap-
proach to obtain improvements on the optical properties of 2D perovskites is now
available for expanding the research on the exciton fine-structure. It does not
require full encapsulation of the material, reducing costs and time, i.e. without
needing special growth techniques. These results will allow for the possibility of
more in-depth research about spin physics on 2D perovskites, which could open
both research on future applications on photonic and optoelectronic devices and
fundamental research about perovskites.
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5 InxGa1−xSe

In this chapter, the work realized to optically characterize the ternary compound
InxGa1−xSe and the attempts to differentiate between the emission energy shift
due to quantum confinement effects and changes of the partial concentration of
gallium/indium (x) will be described. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
measurements will be presented here and discussed, to analyse the chemical com-
position of the available crystals, with the aim to analyse the effects of Ga and In
alloying on the optical properties of 2D InSe (x = 1) and GaSe (x = 0). Optical
microscopy images and µ-PL will be presented for all discussed materials.

For the work done in this chapter, special thanks to Dr. Vicente Muñoz
from the Department of Applied Physics and Electromagnetism of the University
of Valencia for the growth of these crystals and to Dr. Marie Krečmarová for her
help during XPS measurements.

5.1 Introduction

Following up with the objective of this thesis, the search of new novel com-
pounds and techniques that permit the advance on 2D material research for pho-
tonic and optoelectronic applications, continued with InxGa1−xSe. The material
was available to us as already grown crystalline ingots with different values for
indium/gallium partial concentration (x). Its growth came from attempts to,
through manipulation of this factor, obtain materials with PL emission energy
between indium selenide (InSe) and gallium selenide (GaSe). Then, the charac-
terization of four crystalline ingots of InxGa1−xSe with different value for x was
undertaken. As an advantage, familiarity with InSe was obtained throughout
the PhD, by collaborating with other research projects, such as our InSe sensing
paper [48] and other studies under elaboration, such as the electrical characteri-
zation of multi-layered InSe samples. Both InSe and GaSe are very familiar to
our research group because a lot of work has been done in the past [149,150].

Indium selenide, InSe (x = 1), is a III-VI layered semiconductor that has
been studied extensively [9, 10]. Its mechanic, electrical and optical properties
were studied decades ago. However, once graphene exfoliation was achieved and
other layered materials were exfoliated, InSe quickly became another interesting
option to explore in the field of 2D semiconductors. Thanks to its high electron
mobility, it has been used for field-effect transistors (FETs) [151, 152]. It is a
direct semiconductor in its bulk form, but undergoes a direct-to-indirect crossover
when exfoliated down to six monolayer thickness [153]. It is mostly stable when
exposed to normal environmental conditions, but suffers some oxidation on larger
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timescales [154]. It presents different properties when its layers are stacked in
different forms, presenting multiple polytypes that will be later discussed. In
this work, γ−InSe bulk crystals, which is the most common polytype in crystals
grown by the Bridgman method [155]. Its PL emission is centered around 1.25 eV
in its bulk form at RT. However, it is of particular interest that this PL emission
energy shifts to higher energies as the material is exfoliated, reaching emission
energies as high as 2.11 eV for 1 nm thick nanosheets [156].

Gallium selenide, GaSe (x = 0), is also a III-VI layered semiconductor,
also studied both in their bulk [157, 158] and bidimensional form [11, 159]. It
also presents multiple polytypes [155, 160], ε − GaSe crystals were used for this
work. Its PL emission is centered around 1.98 eV in its bulk form at RT, al-
though it also suffers some energy shift when exfoliated, reaching 2.12 eV at 8
nm thick at RT [11, 161]. At monolayer thickness, it has been predicted that
exciton recombination as high as 3 eV can reached [161]. Its properties are
of interest for optoelectronics and photovoltaics, already used in photodetec-
tors [162, 163], transistors [164] and combined with other materials for hybrid
phototransistors [165]. However, when exposed to air, it quickly oxidizes, form-
ing amorphous Se and Ga2O3, inducing a quenching of PL both for its bulk form
and exfoliated nanosheets [159].

Due to their structure and direct bandgap nature, both materials result
interesting for optoelectronics applications in the low and high visible range, due
to their highly planar surface and high absorption in relatively thick nanosheets.
Also, due to their energy shift when exfoliated, the emission energy can be tuned
through the thickness of the nanosheet. However, due to the discrete nature of
the number of layers, this shift is not continuous. Due to the higher PL emission
energy in GaSe and their compatible crystal structure, InxGa1−xSe crystalline
ingots were grown with the purpose of introducing more tuning capabilities than
InSe or GaSe. In this way, two different parameters can be changed, expanding
the energy range of the nanosheet bandgap. This would then result in expanding
the possibilities of III-VI semiconductors in the 2D toolbox with this new addition.

According to a very recent theoretical paper by Salomone et al. [166], the
effect due to gallium inclusion would work as we predicted. These materials are
almost lattice-matched which would result in less chances of having an unstable
lattice that could lead to strain effects affecting the PL emission, which can be
either positive or negative [23, 43, 156]. However, there is still the possibility of
an uneven growth, which will be also discussed below.

InSe and GaSe PL spectra will be presented as a baseline to compare the
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Figure 42: a, b) Schematic representation of monolayer: a) InSe b) GaSe. Schematic
representation of the non-primitive unit cells, marked in black, of: c) γ polytype of
indium selenide (γ-InSe). d) ε polytype of gallium selenide (ε-GaSe).

PL spectra of InxGa1−xSe nanosheets. After showing our results, they will be
analyzed by optical contrast to discern between thin and thick nanosheets, al-
lowing to separate energy shifts due to indium/gallium alloying and quantum
confinement effects. Then, XPS measurements will be also presented to test the
crystalline quality of the crystals.

5.2 Material structure

As a way to properly understand the results obtained in InxGa1−xSe nanosheets,
the properties of the limit cases (x = 1, InSe and x = 0, GaSe) will be briefly
discussed, focusing on their optical properties, which will be the main interest in
this work.

Beginning with InSe, the material is formed, as in other layered semicon-
ductors, by covalently bonded layers stacked unto each other by van der Waals
forces. These layers are composed by two indium atomic layers sandwiched be-
tween two selenium atomic layers (fig. 42.a), structure that shares with GaSe

(fig. 42.b), changing indium with gallium atoms. Depending on how these lay-
ers are stacked upon each other, they form different polytypes. These polytypes
have distinct electronic and optical properties. In this thesis, the InSe crystals
exfoliated were γ − InSe, which belongs to the space group R3m. This polytype
is formed by hexagonal non-primitive cells formed by a stack, shown in fig. 42.c
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by four of these Se− In− In− Se layers with lattice constants a = b = 4.002Å,
c = 24.496Å [10]. GaSe follows the same structure as InSe, also having different
polytypes that dictate their properties. In our case, GaSe used for this thesis is
of ε−GaSe polytype, shown in fig. 42.d, which corresponds to the P 6̄m2 space
group [155], with lattice constants a = b = 3.7492Å, c = 16.3220Å. The lattice
constants a and b are close to those of InSe, indicating lattice compatibility,
which will be important when trying to use them to form heterostructures.

Concrete details about the crystalline structure present in our InxGa1−xSe
samples are unknown. We could expect, in the ideal case, where indium atoms
would just be randomly replaced by gallium atoms, small differences in the lattice
constants would add up to a more unstable lattice. Also, due to the growth
method followed (Bridgman-Stockbarger, briefly explain in appendix B), where
InSe was used as the precursor, and growing gallium concentrations were added
to the mix to obtain crystals with different values of x, there exists the possibility
that inhomogeneous mixing could result in areas with different polytypes. This
would result in added lattice strain in the areas where these grown polytypes
coexist. These structural problems will be later discussed again when interpreting
the PL and XPS results obtained here.

Once exfoliated, samples from InSe and GaSe (figs. 43.a and b) are opti-
cally similar to previously exfoliated samples, such as TMDs (chapter 6) or 2D
perovskites (chapter 4). They present different colours that depend on the refrac-
tive index and the thickness of the nanosheet, going to grayscale once thickness
is reduced enough. Optical characterization of both InSe and GaSe has been
extensively performed already, as previously mentioned [10, 11, 167], so the pur-
pose of these measurements was, without looking for particularly thin and sizable
flakes, to obtain a range of thicknesses as wide as possible (i.e., different emission
energies).

These comparative measurements are shown on fig. 43.c and d. The µ-PL
peak energy of GaSe shifts from a bulk value of around 1.98 eV to 2.016 eV
(see inset from fig. 43.d). The µ-PL peak at 2.016 eV shown at the inset would
correspond to a thickness of around 12 nm. Thinner nanosheets would require
particular samples with protection against oxidation to be measured. The µ-PL
intensity is higher for thicker nanosheets, and the same correlation is found for
InSe samples, as shown on fig. 43.c. In this case, the µ-PL peak energy varies
from 1.26 eV for bulk to 1.58 eV (see fig.43.c inset) in the thinnest nanosheet,
which corresponds to a thickness of ≈ 3 nm [156]. This peak energy is still far
from the value expected from a single monolayer, 2.11 eV [156].
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Figure 43: Optical images from: a) GaSe b) InSe nanosheets. µ-PL measurements
from: c) GaSe d) InSe samples. Insets in both graphs represent the emission energy
found for each sample later studied by optical contrast (OC), to show their relation
with OC. These insets are later shown in fig. 47 in better resolution.

The reduction of intensity by decreasing the thickness of the nanosheet is ex-
pected, as less material will absorb and emit less light. This PL quenching effect
was attributed to the direct-to-indirect crossover suffered by the material when
thinned down to 6 layers [8], however, experimental results suggest other mecha-
nisms such as non-radiative recombination in isolated thin nanosheets, occurring
in the interface between the nanosheet surface and the substrate [10,156]. In the
case of GaSe, the direct-to-indirect crossover also occurs, but at the monolayer
level [168, 169], where GaSe becomes indirect. However, the difference between
indirect and direct bandgaps is extremely small, around 6 meV [169].

5.3 Sample preparation

Before talking about the actual process of preparing the samples, InxGa1−xSema-
terial quality was something to take first into account. As previously mentioned,
the crystalline ingots were grown following Bridgman–Stockbarger method by
adding gallium into InSe. The growth of the alloyed crystal has the difficulty
of indium integration in the crystal structure as gallium concentration increased.
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Figure 44: InxGa1−xSe crystals. Once exposed to air, the metallic shine of the
crystalline ingot disappears, leaving a dull surface of oxidised material. Barring the
sample with x = 0.05, obtaining planar, exfoliable samples did present some difficulties.
The irregular form of some of the crystals indicated uneven growth.

The resulting crystals were difficult to exfoliate in some cases. The ingots of
InxGa1−xSe were grown with x = 0.95, 0.90, 0.85 and 0.05, shown on fig. 44.
These crystals were grown more than 25 years ago and oxidation was evident as
already reported for both InSe [154, 170, 171] and GaSe [11, 172, 173], hence re-
peated exfoliation of the crystals was performed until the typical metallic shine of
the ingot appeared again (all oxidised layers were removed). The samples closest
to GaSe were extremely easy to exfoliate in comparison to the others, with a
more planar form, and obtaining good metallic-looking flakes.

Preparation of the samples followed the same processes for InxGa1−xSe,
InSe and GaSe. Exfoliated samples were obtained through micromechanical
exfoliation, and firstly characterized through optical microscopy, both explained
in chapter 2. In the case of PL measurements, the substrate chosen was PDMS,
as no transfer was necessary to perform the optical measurements.

For the XPS measurements, Si substrates were used. However, due to a lack
of XPS signal after two different tests, exfoliated samples were abandoned as a
target, and bigger, thicker pieces of the original crystals were used. The XPS
signal from these samples was able to be measured.

5.4 Optical characterization

5.4.1 Optical microscopy

Optical characterization has been performed in the same setup as the rest of
optical microscopy work, detailed in section 2.2.1, it allows a direct optical com-
parison between sample images, as the structural properties of the flakes will give
some general information about the samples and their contrast will reveal the
different thickness levels present on the nanosheets.
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Figure 45: Optical images of representative InxGa1−xSe samples for different values
of x: a) 0.95 b) 0.9 c) 0.85 d) 0.05.

The optical images presented in figs. 45.a-d are a representative set of flakes
from each one of the available samples. As it is clear, the nanosheets are optically
very similar to what has been seen both on InSe and GaSe. They present a wide
variation of color contrast, due to sharp thickness changes and represented by the
change on optical contrast (OC), as usual for exfoliated samples. Thinner samples
present in their habitual grayscale, as their contrast is reduced and become closer
in color to the substrate. No relevant changes seem to appear between samples
with different values of x, which is something that was expected, as InSe and
GaSe nanosheet present in similar ways.

5.4.2 Photoluminescence measurements

The PL spectra of InxGa1−xSe samples can be directly compared to those previ-
ously obtained for InSe and GaSe samples. The energy shift of µ-PL is suffering
quantum confinement effects once nanosheets become thinner, but it should have
a change of emission energy for a given In−Ga ratio (x) in the alloyed crystal.

One possible way to approach this problem would be to have an absolute
measurement of thickness, by means of atomic force microscopy (AFM) character-
ization, for example, in the zones where the PL spectra are registered. However,
due to the fact that the samples were observed to oxidise quite quickly, and AFM
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Figure 46: µ-PL measurements from InxGa1−xSe nanosheets for different values of x
= a) 0.95 b) 0.9 c) 0.85 d) 0.05.

requires time for both localisation and measurement, we discarded this approach.
Then, the selected approach was to measure µ-PL and then compare with both
InSe and GaSe, as discussed below. After that, XPS would be used to support
our findings. Figs. 46.a-d show µ-PL measurements of InxGa1−xSe from to the
thickest samples (i.e., expected bulk behaviour) to the thinnest nanosheets exfo-
liated from the InxGa1−xSe crystals. From these graphs, we can discern a slight
shift of the emission energy to higher energies with respect to InSe samples (fig.
43.d). However, this shift does not seem to be particularly strong. Fig. 46.c
shows the sample closest to GaSe, with an almost identical emission energy to
bulk GaSe.

Once preliminary measurements were taken, the process consisted then of
performing µ-PL measurements on several samples with different thicknesses,
as many as possible, identified by their apparent color contrast using optical
microscopy. µ-PL measurements were then made on nanosheets from all available
materials, including InSe and GaSe. Their OC was experimentally calculated
as described in section 2.2.1. As the contrast is lowered, usually the thickness is
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Figure 47: Energy position of the main PL emission of each sample as a function of
their OC: a) InSe, x = 1, b) x = 0.95, c) x = 0.90, d) x = 0.85, e) x = 0.05, f)GaSe, x =
0. The selected OC channel (RGB) is highlighted in each figure. Horizontal dashed lines
mark different relevant emission energies, calculated through a linear approximation of
the emission energy and In/Ga ratio, x. Vertical dashed lines mark the position of a
nanosheet with its approximate corresponding thickness, following reported literature
[11, 156]. In the case of the alloyed nanosheets, their thickness has been approximated
as either InSe (x = 0.95, 0.90 and 0.85) or GaSe (x = 0.05). All measurements were
performed at RT.

reduced, which correlates to bigger PL energy shift due to quantum confinement,
as reported in InSe and GaSe [10, 11, 156]. However, it is worth to note that
thinner InxGa1−xSe nanosheets do not significantly emit. This is in agreement
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with the fact that very thin flakes can not absorb as much as the thickest ones,
resulting in decreasing PL intensity, and also occurs in both InSe and GaSe

[10,11]. However, this limits the range that we could examine. Particularly in x =

0.05 samples, just really small shifts were able to be observed, as thinner samples
do not emit. This also happened with pure GaSe samples due to strong oxidation
effects [11]. In contrast to this, in InSe samples, the thinnest nanosheets did still
present some PL emission, being able to measure a stronger energy shift than
in any of the InxGa1−xSe samples, as previously seen in figs. 43.c and d and
46. These particular results and their possible relationship with oxidation will be
discussed below.

As a linear approximation, the variation of the emission energy can be writ-
ten as:

E
InxGa1−xSe,bulk
PL (x) = EInSe,bulk

PL + (1− x) · (EGaSe,bulk
PL − EInSe,bulk

PL )

E
InxGa1−xSe,bulk
PL (x) = 1.27 + 0.72(1− x) (eV )

where the emission energies for InSe and GaSe are those measured in our ex-
perimental setup. Comparing this approximation to the experimental results, we
see in fig. 47.b that the measurements of the nanosheets with higher contrast
(higher thickness) perfectly match for x = 0.95 (EPL = 1.306 eV). The lowest
contrast nanosheet that was identified presents a shift of ≈ 50 meV, which can be
directly attributed to quantum confinement effects. This emission energy would
correspond to a 6 nm InSe nanosheet, according to literature for InSe [156]. For
x = 0.90, fig. 47.c shows that the obtained PL peak energies are a bit far from
the nominal value. In fact, we obtain a good number of nanosheets with PL peak
emission at around 1.31 eV that we can associate to bulk and hence a xreal =

0.946 instead of xnominal = 0.90. This could imply that gallium incorporation into
the structure of InSe was not completely successful, pointing out possible segre-
gation phenomena. Moreover, we can identify (fig. 47.c) several nanosheets with
larger PL peak energies, nicely correlated with a reduction of OC (thickness),
hence attributable to quantum confinement. In this sense, we have measured a
value as high as EPL = 1.46 eV that can be associated to a nanosheet as thin as
4 nm, approximately.

For x = 0.85 (fig. 47.d), none of the OC channels seemed to hold similar
results to other In/Ga ratios. The two results with lower contrast, presented
high contrast in the other channels, so they are not actually thin nanosheets.
This results in having two sets of bulk measurements with vastly different emis-
sion energy (≈ 110 meV) that cannot be attributed to quantum confinement.
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Then, in the same alloyed crystal (x = 0.85), there would be different In/Ga
ratio between nanosheets, reinforcing the idea that introduced gallium does not
efficiently substitute for indium in the InSe crystal structure homogeneously, ob-
taining zones of the crystals with xreal = 0.82 and others with xreal close to 1
(pure InSe). Lastly, for x = 0.05, we observe half the expected gallium incor-
poration, according to our linear approximation. In this case, we must carefully
observe the two results with lower OC, as they seem to contradict each other.
However, the nanosheet with the highest emission energy has the lowest contrast
for all channels, meaning a thin nanosheet, while the other has higher contrast
in both red and green, meaning a thicker sample. We can then attribute the
highest emission energy to quantum confinement. These results will be discussed
in depth with supporting XPS information in a later section.

5.5 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

XPS was used to obtain information about the chemical nature of the surface in
different samples. Firstly, we tried with exfoliated samples, however the signal
was almost non-existing after all the process, so thicker pieces from the crystals
were used for this, removing the oxidized layers by exfoliation. This process was
repeated until a clean, metallic surface was obtained.

The first step was to take survey measurements that span the whole measur-
able range. These measurements consist in low integration time, and no multiple
sampling for averaging. The full XPS spectra of every crystal of the available
concentrations of InxGa1−xSe are presented on fig. 48.a. Crystal with x = 0.05
had the highest peak intensity from all four, particularly for lower binding ener-
gies (≤ 200 eV), in which the signal was almost negligible for the other samples.
Multiple peaks of interest were identified, corresponding to the elements present
in the crystals. For these peaks, sufficiently high integration times with multiple
sampling measurements were performed to obtain a reasonable signal-to-noise
ratio in these measurements.

One of the most interesting peaks was that of oxygen, as observed in fig. 48.b.
Due to the high vacuum conditions inside of the equipment needed to measure
XPS, the presence of oxygen indicates that oxygen atoms are present directly
at the crystal surface, either substituting other atoms or in oxidised compounds.
Oxidation under ambient conditions is present and documented for both InSe

and GaSe [11,154,170–173], so oxidation was expected. However, during the work
performed in this thesis, previous experimental notes from Dr. Daniel Andrés-
Penares and reported literature, GaSe nanosheet samples were found to oxidise
much faster and with stronger effects than those of InSe. However, the results
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Figure 48: XPS measurements from thicker pieces of the grown crystals. Data from
all samples (x = 0.95, 0.9, 0.85 and 0.05) is presented on the graphs and y-shifted
for better visualization. a) Full spectrum from InxGa1−xSe samples. b) Spectrum
corresponding to the 1s energy level from oxygen (O), ≈ 532 eV. Used to measure the
oxidation level from the samples. Note that 0.9 and 0.95 are reversed in order, to show
that 0.9 presents a higher oxidation level. c) Spectrum corresponding to the 3d energy
level from selenium (Se), ≈ 54 eV. d) Spectrum corresponding to both 3p (≈ 162 eV)
and Auger LMM (≈ 178 eV) energy level peaks from selenium (Se).

show that the alloy with x =0.9 had the highest concentration of oxygen at the
surface, which could indicate that oxidised material was not totally removed. The
results on the other samples seem to prove that oxidation is not only located at the
outermost layers of the crystal but also in deeper layers, even if in a much lower
concentration. This seems to be consistent with previous reports on spontaneous
oxidation of InSe [151], where the fact that the change in structure from InSe

to its oxides, such as In2O3, permits the oxidation to progress to deeper layers.

A lot of work has gone into the study of oxidation on InSe [151, 171] and
GaSe [157, 171, 174]. These materials are of high interest to the fields of opto-
electronics [152,175–179] and photovoltaics [180–182], so both oxidation and how
to properly protect these semiconductors under ambient conditions have been
two interesting avenues of research. In the case of InSe, the oxidation begins by
substitution of the selenium by oxygen, creating both In2Se3 and In2O3 [151].

Next peaks of interest were those corresponding to the selenium peaks (figs.
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Figure 49: XPS measurements from thicker pieces of the grown crystals. Data from
all samples (x = 0.95, 0.9, 0.85 and 0.05) is presented on the graphs and y-shifted for
better visualization. a) Spectrum corresponding to both In 4d (≈ 18.2 eV) and Ga 3d
(≈ 20 eV) energy level peaks. b) Spectrum corresponding to the 3d energy level from
indium (In), ≈ 445 eV. c) Spectrum corresponding to the 3p energy level from gallium
(Ga), ≈ 106 eV. d) Spectrum corresponding to the Auger LMM transition energy level
from gallium (Ga), ≈ 422 eV.

48.c and d), however these were only well defined in the x = 0.05 crystal, which
showed clearly defined peaks for Se 3d, 3p and the Auger LMM. They are present
in the other three samples (these with low Ga content), but exhibiting lower
signal, and will be commented in next section. Indium peaks, in figs. 49.a and b,
do require some comment here. Focusing first on the In 4d peak, it is clear that
seems of similar intensity for all crystals. This should not be the case, as indium
concentration is reduced as x decreases. Similar thing happens when looking at
In 3d peaks, as the x = 0.05 shows higher signal for it than the one with x = 0.85.
This could come from a dirty surface in the 0.85 crystal, reducing the measured
indium signal. Other possibilities could be due to either oxidation of the 0.85
crystal or indium segregation from the 0.05 crystal, displacing indium atoms to
the exterior of the crystal, showing then a higher signal due to it being closely
concentrated on the crystal surface. However, we do not have more sets of XPS
data to discard any of these hypothesis.

Finally, the last relevant XPS features were the peaks corresponding to gal-
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lium, 3p and LMM (figs.49.c and d), another peak due to Auger recombination.
In this case, gallium peaks are only present in the 0.05 samples, in contrast to
indium peaks being present in all four crystals. To find the reason why, a look
into the sensitivity factors of the peaks of Ga 3p 3/2 and In 3d 3/2 reveals that
the factor corresponding to the indium peaks is almost 8 times higher than that
of gallium. This would result in a much lower intensity for gallium peaks.

5.6 Discussion

As previously seen in figs. 47.a-f, the emission energy of InxGa1−xSe seems to
be influenced by the In/Ga ratio, x. Thanks to the OC analysis, we can mostly
distinguish between atomically thin and thick nanosheets, with the exception
of some outliers (due to lower contrast in a single color channel) that would
require further analysis. The emission energy from bulk nanosheets increases as
x decreases, as we expected. As a baseline, we used a linear approximation of
the variation of emission energy, which coincided with x = 0.95. Other nominal
values of x, such as 0.90, 0.85 and 0.05 behaved differently, corresponding to
a lower gallium/indium incorporation in the crystal structure than the nominal
values of the alloyed crystals. Particularly the case of x = 0.85 showed that
different nanosheets could highly differ in emission energies, even if exfoliated
from the same crystal. This indicates that crystal growth was not homogeneous.

Adding the XPS measurements, performed on pieces of the alloyed crystals,
we can complement the previous information. The analysis of the indium peaks
of the 0.05 crystal (In 3d and 4d, in figs. 49.a and b, respectively), indicates the
presence of indium in the crystal structure. However, the measured indium signal
is of the same order than that of x = 0.85, when these peaks should have vastly
different intensities. A possibility is that indium could be not homogeneously
incorporated in the GaSe structure, segregating partially to the surface. This
would be reinforced by the small change measured in its emission energy (≈ 1.97
eV) that would be very close to the nominal GaSe value. However, we cannot be
sure about the origin of this low XPS peak signal without further investigation.

Turning our attention now to the PL measurement on samples closer to InSe,
x = 0.95 and 0.9, nanosheets with bulk OC values close to those measured under
similar conditions for InSe (fig. 47.a) show higher emission energies. Thinner
nanosheets experiment quantum confinement effects, blueshifting the emission
energy further. However, it was noted that thinner samples showed greatly re-
duced PL emission, cutting the range of available measurements to compare, as
already observed when compared to both InSe and GaSe. According to the
previous XPS analysis of the surface of the crystals, both 0.95 and 0.90 present
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strong signal for In 3d energy level, but barely any signal for Ga 3p and Ga LMM,
being only x = 0.95 the only one from the pair that seems to present it. This
signal from 0.95 could indicate that gallium has not segregated to the surface in
important quantities, which would explain why its emission energy matches per-
fectly its nominal value. Another notable fact is that 0.90 bulk nanosheets seem
to present with almost the same emission energy than those of 0.95, which would
correlate with their In 3d signals being almost equal in intensity. Finally, x =

0.85 crystal presented In 3d signal comparable to that of 0.05. Besides indium
partly segregating to the surface, another possibility for this low signal could be
due to a not fully clean surface. Future measurements will help with discerning
the origin of its low signal. Its Ga 3p and LMM signal were also missing from
our measurements. Surprisingly, as seen in fig. 47.d, these nanosheets showed
two fully differentiated bulk behaviour (both EPL = 1.4 eV and EPL = 1.29 eV
in different nanosheets from the same crystal), meaning that crystal growth was
not homogeneous.

Adding up into these effects, there exists the possibility that the samples
are also slightly oxidised, even when the time between exfoliation and measure-
ments were reduced to the maximum possible. To test this hypothesis, XPS
measurements on oxygen 1s were seen in fig. 48.b, where this peak is present in
all measurements from the four available crystals. Even when these crystals were
previously superficially exfoliated until the outer layers were retired and directly
put into the XPS setup at high vacuum conditions, the presence of oxygen could
not be fully eliminated. The non-existent PL emission from thin, freshly exfo-
liated samples coupled with the fact that oxygen could not be totally removed
from the crystals seem to support that surface oxidation permits oxygen to reach
deeper into the material, oxidising deeper layers. Lastly, another possible avenue
for this could be found in 48.b and c, where the presence of selenium (Se) was
analysed. Even if they should all share the same selenium concentration, this does
not seem the case, at least on the surface. As previously mentioned, selenium
features present quite high signal for 0.05, less so for the other cases, where sele-
nium signal is barely noticeable but present. As selenium is pretty volatile, lattice
strain could be helping selenium to leave the lattice by means of desorption, the
opposite of adsorption. This would result in a higher number of Se vacancies
on the crystals closer to InSe that would be more noticeable as the number of
layers is reduced. The effect of these selenium vacancies is difficult to discern
with multiple factors in play and a limited number of samples. A combination of
these factors could be causing thinner layers with very weak emission.

These facts, the faster nanosheet oxidation and the possibility of higher Se
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vacancies, could be attributed to the age of the crystals (≈ 20 years), exhibiting a
non-homogeneous crystal growth. Both materials are almost lattice-matched, as
Salomone et al. [166] mentioned, and they found in their simulations that mixing
of materials seemed easily performed. However, their study was limited to the
monolayer. Going back to the material overview, the different polytypes that
InSe and GaSe could be stacked into were briefly mentioned, detailing both that
were used in this thesis (γ−InSe and ε−GaSe). In our case, different polytypes
could be coexisting in the same crystalline ingot, creating lattice strain, even
when the lattice constants are so close in magnitude [10, 155]. If that was the
case, it would explain the XPS measurements obtained, as these growth problems
would result in lower crystalline quality, permitting the quick oxidation and low
PL emission from the nanosheets.

5.7 Conclusions

To summarize this chapter, the optical characterization of InxGa1−xSe samples
with x = 0.95, 0.9, 0.85 and 0.05 has been performed by optical microscopy
and µ−PL measurements. As a way to present and compare the results, both
InSe and GaSe have been presented and briefly discussed, using both optical
microscopy images and their µ-PL spectra. After that, µ-PL measurements from
InxGa1−xSe nanosheets has been presented and briefly analysed. As a next step,
the emission energy from each one of the measured InxGa1−xSe samples has been
shown, next to results from both GaSe and InSe, which served as a comparison
to discern if the variation in In/Ga ratio shifted the emission energy from the
nanosheets. After an optical contrast analysis of the results, it is clear that
variation of x correlates with the variation of the emission energy. To support
these measurements, a linear approximation of the variation has been used as a
baseline. Also, measurements seemed to indicate next to zero PL emission from
very thin InxGa1−xSe samples, and possible reasons for this effect have been
presented, supported by XPS measurements to characterise the chemical nature
of the alloys and their surface state (due to oxidation).

For xnominal = 0.95, we measure consistent PL peak energies, 1.306 eV, with
one nanosheet emitting at around 1.36 eV, which is comparable to a 6 nm thick
InSe nanosheet. For xnominal = 0.9, we obtain good quality nanosheets with bulk
emission at 1.309 eV in average, which would imply a xreal not far from x =0.95.
This could indicate Ga segregation towards the surface of the ingots or a low
quality surface. In any case, we were able to measure nanosheets emitting at
around 1.46 eV, which would correspond to a 4 nm thick InSe nanosheet. For
xnominal = 0.85, ingot exfoliation was much harder and exfoliated nanosheets were
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mainly bulk-like. Measured nanosheets presented emission at two very different
energies, 1.29 eV (xreal = 1) and 1.40 eV (xreal = 0.82). These results point out
to a very inhomogeneous distribution of Ga inside the ingot, with zones where
Ga seems to not be substitutionally incorporated to the crystal lattice. Finally,
for xnominal = 0.05, results point towards some In segregation to the surface, due
to a higher emission energy than expected.

Future work with this material may start with alternative crystal growth
processes, such as van der Waals epitaxy [183], with the possibility of reaching
a broader range of x. Crystal growth problems could have arisen from different
polytypes of InSe and GaSe growing on top of each other, resulting on high
lattice strain. Obtaining better samples would allow for less oxidised samples,
which would improve the crystalline quality of the nanosheets for future studies.
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6 Förster resonance energy transfer: TMDs and

NV centers

In this chapter, the preliminary work related to the optical characterization of
transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) and nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centers in
diamond to measure Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) will be detailed.
This work was undertaken on the basis of improving upon an already reported
result for this phenomenon occurring between WSe2 and NV centers by Nelz
et al. [184]. An explanation about the bases of FRET is included, enough to
understand how it can be accomplished and why these materials are a good
selection. The improvements of our experiment design will be also detailed, with
an introduction to both TMDs and NV centers, both as concepts and their utility
for research and technology development. Sample preparation will be briefly
discussed, as the techniques have already been described in chapter 2, but some
particularities of the substrate and the optical contrast of the samples on diamond
had to be accounted for.

Then, the optical characterization related to the PL emission of the prepared
samples will be presented, both at low temperature (performed in our own hand-
built confocal setup, section 2.2.2) and room temperature (RT), measured by our
collaborator, Dr. Xavier Vidal from the Fraunhofer Institute for Applied Solid
State Physics (IAF) in Germany, who also provided the diamond substrates with
grown NV centers, with whom this project came to be. A brief description of
their setup is also provided.

As PL by itself does not give definite proof of occurring FRET, time-resolved
photoluminescence (TRPL) spectroscopy was also performed at IAF, in account
of our TRPL setup being not completely finished at the time of measuring. The
results will be presented, the problems that arose while measuring and their
implications discussed. A final conclusion will point to the successes and flaws of
the experiment, while also presenting how a future experiment may avoid them.

Special thanks to both Dr. Guillermo Muñoz and Dr. Xavier Vidal for their
collaboration in both planning and measuring the samples.

6.1 Transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs)

Transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) are a family of semiconductors of the
type MX2, where M represents a transition-metal atom, such as, for example,
molybdenum (Mo) or tungsten (W ), and X a chalcogen atom, such as sulphur
(S), selenium (Se) or tellurium (Te), among others. It was one of the first 2D
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Figure 50: a) Crystalline structure of a TMD. The unit layer (monolayer) can be
seen next to the structure. Sandwich of transition-metal atoms between two layers of
chalcogen atoms. b) 2H phase structure, one of the polytypes that TMDs present. The
bulk material used on this thesis has been grown following this phase.

semiconductor families explored after the first exfoliation of graphene in 2004 [5].
Their bulk form is made from layers stacked upon each other, composed by a layer
of transition-metal atoms between two atomic layers of chalcogen atoms. Held
together by van der Waals forces, these materials are indirect bandgap semicon-
ductors in their bulk form. However, as they are exfoliated down to a monolayer
(as that shown in fig. 50.a, composed by a X-M-X monoatomic trilayer) they
become a direct bandgap semiconductor. As a consequence of this, these mono-
layers exhibit enhanced PL emission [8, 21]. Moreover, the combination of the
broken inversion symmetry of these monolayers and strong spin-orbit coupling
effects [78] make possible the observation of valley-polarised PL, paving the way
to the field of valleytronics [185,186].

As previously mentioned in chapter 1, all of these properties are technologi-
cally interesting on their own. However, thanks to stacking 2D materials through
van der Waals forces, these materials can gain more functionality or improve an
already existing device when combined with other materials [34,187,188]. In this
chapter, the case for combining TMD and NV centers is presented, and how it
can be improved upon the previous reported work [184], by transferring TMDs
on top of grown aligned NV centers in single-crystal diamond (SCD) substrates.

6.1.1 Identification of TMD nanosheets

At the macroscopic level, TMDs present as shiny, metallic nanosheets, which seem
formed by layers of material (fig. 51). As their structure is layered, exfoliation
is quite easy and optimal. This process is repeated until obtaining very thin
material, as detailed in section 2.1.1, and transferred upon PDMS. However,
as the process of exfoliation is not precise, localizing monolayers requires, at
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Figure 51: Optical images of some TMDs available for research (MoSe2,MoS2,WSe2,
WS2).

least, the use of optical microscopy to discern nanosheet thickness through optical
contrast, as noted in previous chapters.

Figure 52: Optical images of samples from: a, b)WSe2 , c, d)MoSe2. The areas have
been marked to be easily recognizable. These were the selected nanosheets to build the
measured samples.

At the microscopic level, they present in a variety of shapes, as jagged pla-
nar surfaces. As their thickness goes from bulk to monolayer (figs. 52.a-d), their
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optical contrast decreases, going from a shining white up to almost imperceptible
grey, looking like the substrate. Even when maintaining the same illumination
parameters, locating monolayers and quickly identifying them without a refer-
ence is harder by eye. However, once done so, their PL emission should still be
measured, as it serves as a definite test of monolayer thickness due the strong PL
intensity enhancement after the indirect-to-direct crossover.

6.1.2 Deterministic transfer and characterization

The technique needed for the deterministic transfer of TMDs unto any substrate
was familiar to our research group, thanks to previous work while working on
this thesis, where we transferred TMD nanosheets onto poly(methyl methacry-
late) (PMMA) waveguides to study their in-plane and out-of-plane emission when
excited along the waveguide and perpendicular from it (fig. 53).

Figure 53: Schematic of the experiment setup for a previous work with determin-
istic transfer of TMDs over PMMA waveguides. The measurements were taken in
different configurations excitation/collection: horizontal/vertical, vertical/vertical and
vertical/horizontal.

Thanks to this configuration, the µ-PL spectra of the selected TMDs (WSe2

and MoSe2) that shows a single peak in the vertical/vertical configuration, sep-
arates to show two distinct features. This previous work has been published
on Daniel Andrés’ PhD thesis and is currently under preparation for it to be
published as a paper.

For the present project project, we planned to use the same TMDs, WSe2

andMoSe2. The first has an indirect band gap of of ∼ 1.3 eV and the second one
of ∼ 1.1 eV in their bulk form. When decreasing the sample thickness, the PL
signal blueshifts due to quantum confinement effects. As it can be seen in fig. 54,
the µ-PL spectra of a monolayer (red line) and a thicker nanosheet (black line),
possibly bi- or tri-layer of WSe2. The wide PL band corresponding to the thicker
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Figure 54: PL measurements from: a) WSe2 monolayer and bi, tri-layer b) Different
MoSe2 monolayers. Measurement parameters were kept constant to permit a direct
and basic comparison between intensities.

nanosheet is centered at around 1.58 eV, but extend between 1.55 and 1.65 eV,
clearly revealing that the PL emission changes when close to monolayer thickness,
even if the indirect-to-direct crossover totally develops at the monolayer level.
The monolayer µ-PL spectrum reveals the drastic change after this crossover, as
intensity doubles and the FWHM decreases from∼ 0.2 eV to less than 0.1 eV. This
enhancement is also accompanied with a shift in the emission energy, centering
now the PL emission at 1.68 eV. In fig. 54.b, examples of three PL spectra of
MoSe2 are shown, where only intensity differences between nanosheets due to
different lateral sizes or crystalline quality are observed, but their peak energies
are the same and coincident with measurements from other research groups [21].

One last particular point of interest of TMDs is the orientation of their
exciton emitting dipoles. According to the literature, TMDs mostly show in-
plane excitonic transitions [189, 190]. This is highly relevant due to the needed
dipole-dipole coupling to permit FRET in our system. This will be discussed in
more detail at a later section, where the experiment design is presented.

6.2 Nitrogen-vacancy centers

Diamond is one of the most studied materials hosting color-point defects, one of
them being associated to nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centers. NV centers in diamond
lattices are an entity formed by a substitutional nitrogen atom in a carbon site
associated to a close vacancy (fig. 55.a). The nitrogen atom has five valence elec-
trons, three of them covalently bonded to the carbon atoms in the lattice, while
the other two remain unbound. The carbon vacancy then has three electrons
which come from the three carbon atoms that would be paired to the absent car-
bon atom. Two of those electrons are quasi covalently bonded, leaving one single
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Figure 55: a) Crystalline structure of a nitrogen-vacancy center on a [111] diamond,
with orientation [111]. The vacancy is represented in white, while the blue atom repre-
sents the nitrogen atom. b) Energy level structure of the NV center.

electron. This is called the neutral NV center (NV0), an interesting structure but
irrelevant to quantum technologies in comparison to the negatively charged NV
center (NV−). In this work we will focus, precisely, in the NV− center. This cen-
ter has an extra electron which forms a pair of spin S = 1 with the previously free
electron. The energy level structure of the NV center consists on a ground-state
triplet (3A2), an excited-state triplet (3E) and two intermediate state singlets
(1A1 and 1E). Both the ground-state and the excited-state have ms = 0,±1 spin
states, represented on fig. 55.b.

There are four possible crystallographic orientations for the NV centers in
a single-crystal diamond: [111], [1̄11], [11̄1], [111̄]. In a normal single-crystal
diamond, these orientations would appear with the same probability, each corre-
sponding to around a quarter of the NV population in the diamond. By applying
a static magnetic field along one of these orientations, the spin degeneracy of the
ms = ±1 states is broken, and Zeeman splitting separates the two states. Through
Optically Detected Magnetic Resonance (ODMR), a technique that consists in
optically pumping an electron spin state and detecting it, these states can be de-
tected as a drop on the fluorescence spectra. This technique can also be used to
measure very small magnetic fields with high precision [191]. In the NV centers
where these four directions are present, multiple drops on fluorescence appear,
each one with lower intensity than the single drop that appears when measuring
a sample where all NV centers are aligned. Recently, the orientation problem has
been solved, as single crystal diamonds with NV centers with a single orientation
([111]) have been able to be grown [192], an orientation which is perpendicular to
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Figure 56: Photoluminescence measurements from bare NV centers (NVs). Measure-
ments were performed at RT by a 532 nm continuous-wave laser at IAF.

the diamond film surface. This results in increased PL signal, as electric dipole
transitions are allowed for the dipoles in the plane perpendicular to the NV axis.

This is one of the factors that we considered an improvement upon the
paper that originally caught our attention [184], as our collaborators at IAF
could actually grow the NV centers directly on the diamond instead of using the
more common method of ion implantation [193–195], where a beam of nitrogen
ions is used to irradiate the diamond substrate and the energy of the beam serves
as a control for the depth where the NV centers are created. By directly creating
NV centers at the diamond substrate, it has been reported that ∼ 99 % of them
have the desired orientation ([111]) [192,196,197].

Figure 56 shows the µ-PL spectrum corresponding to a NV center in diamond
measured at RT, provided by our collaborators at IAF, which agrees with results
already reported [198]. We observe a broad µ-PL spectrum, extending from 1.6 up
to 2 eV, consistent with literature [198]. This emission band has been attributed to
vibrational levels from the diamond lattice, and its intensity is highly dependant
on the coupling between the optical emission and lattice vibrations [198]. At the
high energy side of this broad PL band, a sharp peak can be observed, centered
at 1.946 eV (637 nm), that corresponds to the ZPL from the NV (i.e., very similar
to what we observed in hBN, see chapter 3).
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Figure 57: Energy levels in a Förster resonance energy transfer process between NV
centers and our two possible TMDs. Absorption spectra from the TMDs extends beyond
2.48 eV, both covering far more than the emission spectra from the donor system. This
process is completely nonradiative, so the energy transfer is performed through virtual
photons, according to quantum electrodynamics. [200,201]

6.3 Förster resonance energy transfer

Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) or just resonance energy transfer (RET)
is a mechanism that describes nonradiative energy transfer between two light-
sensitive systems. One of them, the donor system, is on an electronic excited state
and can transfer the energy of this excited state to the acceptor system through
nonradiative dipole-dipole coupling. This mechanism was first experimentally
observed between light-sensitive molecules (chromophores), but in recent years it
has also been reported on other materials such as atoms, quantum dots or carbon
nanotubes, being able to couple between systems of different dimensionality [199].

According to quantum electrodynamics (QED), FRET is actually equivalent
to the mechanism of radiative energy transfer, being these two different limit cases
of a same energy transfer mechanism [200]. In this case, once the donor system
(NV centers in our case) is on an excited electronic state (for example, by photon
absorption) and it relaxes, the corresponding relaxation energy is transferred to
the acceptor system (TMDs in our case) through virtual photons [200,201]. This
mechanism has a dependence with distance of z−6 in the range where nonradiative
energy transfer is relevant. Between systems like a 2D material and a quantum dot
or an atom-like system like a color center, it has been observed, both theoretically
and experimentally, that the mechanism scales with z−4 [199]:

γFRET = γrad
R4

z4

where γFRET is the non-radiative decay rate due to FRET, γrad is the radiative
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decay rate and R corresponds to the Förster distance, in which FRET efficiency
is reduced to a 50%. Between graphene and NV centers, this distance was found
to be 15.3 nm [199]. This strong dependence with distance is an indicator of
one of the critical points of this experiment, as NV centers should be as close as
possible to the surface to achieve FRET between the TMD nanosheet and them.
This mechanism is also highly dependent on the overlap between the absorption
spectrum of the acceptor system and the emission spectrum of the donor system.
The larger the overlap, the more efficient is the FRET process. The last de-
pendence to take into account is the relative orientation between the absorption
dipole moment from the acceptor system and the emission dipole moment from
the donor system. A better alignment of the dipoles between systems would allow
for greater FRET between the materials.

The transfer of energy between the systems result in both lower emission in-
tensity and excited state lifetime from the donor system. Due to the difficulties of
directly comparing intensities in such a configuration, it is through lifetime mea-
suring by time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) spectroscopy that occurring
FRET can be confirmed.

6.4 Sample design

Work described here was partly motivated by that of Nelz et al. [184], where
FRET acts as another decay channel for the NV centers, reducing the lifetime of
their excited state while enhancing the PL emission of WSe2. Our approach to
the system, however, has some differences from the previously cited work:

• Adding MoSe2 as another TMD acceptor (with different emission energy
alignment) to test.

• Instead of TMD monolayers grown by CVD, and then transferred by wet
transfer [57], we used exfoliated monolayers from commercially grown high
purity crystals.

• Differently from the original experiment, the growth of NV centers is di-
rectly controlled to exclusively have the crystallographic orientation [111],
which are directly perpendicular to the surface, theoretically allowing a
better coupling with the in-plane oriented dipole of the TMD sample.

Respect to our first point, the addition of MoSe2 instead of WSe2 has
to do with one of the factors relevant to FRET efficiency, the overlap between
absorption and emission of the acceptor and donor systems, respectively. For the
use of WSe2 in Nelz et al. [184], the overlap is clear, as its absorption spectrum
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presents two wide peaks which correspond to two direct excitonic transitions at
the K point (1.65 and 2.084 eV) [202] and they overlap with the broad PL band
from the NV centers (∼ 1.65-1.95 eV) which has its origin in phonon-coupled
emission. MoSe2 absorption band is quite similar to that of WSe2, being a bit
broader and having stronger absorbance [66], which could imply that MoSe2

could also be a good candidate to accomplish FRET with NV centers, even if its
PL emission is less intense than that of WSe2 samples.

Our second change is relevant due to the growth technique for TMDs used by
Nelz et al. [184]. Firstly, as mentioned in section 2.1.1, monolayers grown by CVD
tend to have lower crystalline quality with a higher defect concentration than
those exfoliated from a high purity crystal. In our case, we used commercially
available TMD crystals (Appendix A), manually exfoliated and transfer them
by dry transfer. We would expect very high quality monolayers in our case,
generally improving the experiment. Also, the technique used to transfer these
TMD monolayers to the diamond substrate, wet transfer, tends to leave residual
PMMA at the surface of the substrate, which could also affect the measurements.
Our method of dry transfer, although it can damage the monolayer if not correctly
executed, does not use any chemicals.

For the last particularity in our approach to the TMD/NV system, a more
detailed explanation is needed. In the original experiment, a [100] diamond is
used, and then NV centers are implanted through irradiation with nitrogen ions,
creating a shallow ensemble of NV centers [184]. However, the orientation of those
NV centers is not discussed, as their interest was to demonstrate the occurrence
of FRET on their sample. NV centers in the orientations already discussed [111],
[1̄11], [11̄1], [111̄] are not fully perpendicular to the surface and emitting dipoles
would partially couple with the TMD, each approximately in the same proportion,
if none of their orientations have been preferred by the implantation method.
However, in our case, NV centers would all present the same orientation [111]
(fig. 55.a), on a [111] diamond, which would couple perfectly to the in-plane
dipole of the TMD monolayers.

6.5 Sample preparation

To prepare the samples, single nanosheets of WSe2 and MoSe2 were transferred
upon different diamond substrates that were sent to our research group. Sample
preparation was performed following the techniques and using the setups already
detailed in chapter 2.

Our collaborators’ samples, diamond substrates with grown NV centres, were
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Figure 58: Optical images (Zeiss Axio Scope.A1 microscope) of WSe2 over a) PDMS
b) diamond substrate and idem for MoSe2 in c) and d). The setup and augments are
the same for all images to provide a better optical comparison.

grown by nitrogen-doping diamond on a CVD reactor. This growth was carried
while introducing a 5000 ppm ratio between nitrogen (N) and carbon (C) in the
reactor, doping the growth to directly create the NV centers in the structure,
differing from other usually used methods to create NV centers by means of
nitrogen implantation through directly irradiating the diamond with nitrogen.
The sample then consists on a vertical structure: 300 µm of diamond substrate, a
thin layer of CVD grown non-doped diamond and a final 300 nm layer of nitrogen-
doped diamond growth. The estimated NV concentration in this 300 nm layer
is of 20 to 30 ppb according to the N/C reactor ratio, translating this quantity
into a qualitative depth profile is not yet possible. However, considering that it
is a thin layer atop the diamond substrate, the estimated concentration and the
fact that they have been able to measure PL from bare NV centers at different
points, they seem to be homogeneously distributed throughout the surface. As
distance between the samples is a critical factor for FRET to occur in the system,
the uncertainty of depth may play a factor in the results, and will be discussed
on a later section.

Diamond substrates were cut and attached to bigger SiO2/Si substrates to
facilitate sample manipulation. Once exfoliated and transferred, the samples can
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be localised through optical microscopy, as detailed in section 2.2.1. Transference
was quite easy to achieve due to two particular factors: the diamond surface was
clean and safely attached to the lower substrate and this configuration allowed
us to perform the deterministic transfer without tilt problems of the transferring
sample.

However, one detail to note was that once transferred, the optical contrast of
the monolayer on the diamond substrate was much lower than that of PDMS, so
the sample was hard to detect by standard optical contrast techniques. This effect
can be better seen in figs. 58.a-d, where twoWSe2 andMoSe2 samples that were
prepared and sent to Germany, pre- and post-transfer. The optical images are
taken with the same optical microscopy setup already detailed in section 2.2.1,
with the same augments and illumination parameters. The differences between
the sample before transfer and after are pretty clear, thicker nanosheets that
are usually extremely easy to identify on PDMS (figs. 58.a and c) look grey-
ish and difficult to observe on diamond (figs. 58.b and d). Monolayers will be
very difficult to identify, however the selected samples were attached to thicker
nanosheets, which promptly helped with the localisation.

In summary, three samples were prepared: two of WSe2 and one of MoSe2.
Due to limitations of numerical aperture (NA) in our confocal setup, designed
to work with brighter materials such as perovskites, only WSe2 was measured in
our setup, and only at low temperature, optimizing its emission. However, our
collaborators would be able to measure time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL)
on both samples and discern if FRET was occurring in our samples.

6.6 Photoluminescence (PL) and Time-Resolved Photolu-

minescence (TRPL)

After sample preparation, we prepared our confocal setup to measure PL at low
T. This data would serve to give us information about the current state of the
samples. However, due to NA limitations, we were only capable to measure
samples of WSe2, as it had the brightest emission. Low T is also preferable in
this case to enhance the intensity and sharpness of its PL. The setup used was
already detailed in section 2.2.2.

The selected sample was introduced in the Attocube cryostat, to reach a
temperature of 4 K, and the monolayer was easily localized. Measurements were
then taken over a bare area of the diamond substrate, to compare our obtained
NV center data with reported low T spectra and measurements, performed by our
collaborators at RT (figs. 59.a and b). After a survey measurement (fig. 59.a),
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we were able to identify both the intense line corresponding to the PL emission
of WSe2 at 1.66 eV and a sharp peak at 1.95 eV corresponding to the ZPL of
the NV. The signal was then optimized by changing the diffraction grating of
the spectrometer, shown in fig. 59.b. The WSe2 signal seems to be lower than
expected, if compared to the previous results at RT in figs. 54.a, however these
differences are to be expected due to the lower NA of our LT setup in comparison
to the commercial Horiba setup used at RT. The µ-PL spectrum of WSe2 is
centered at 1.662 eV, with a FWHM of 50 meV.

Figure 59: PL measurements: a) Survey spectra, non-optimized. b) Optimizing the
parameters to better observe each spectra feature, against the previous survey mea-
surement. Optimization was performed through adjusting the diffraction grating of
the spectrometer, but still measuring over the area where WSe2 is over NV centers
(NVs). Measurements were performed at 4 K by a 405 nm continuous-wave laser at our
installations.

The ZPL emission intensity is barely lowered when measuring under the
nanosheet, as expected due to light absorption. If FRET was occurring and the
NV center was acting as the donor system, such an intensity decrease would
also be expected. However, it is worth to mention that the broad PL emission
band that usually accompanies this ZPL peak is absent in our µ-PL spectra
[184, 198]. As reported in the literature, the broad PL band from NV centers
would actually be observed together with the emission from WSe2, both at room
and low temperatures. This observation raised some concerns about the viability
of this experiment in our setup, or the possibility that for some reason, the the
broad PL band from NV centers was quenched somehow. These possibilities will
be discussed in detail below.

The samples (both WSe2 and MoSe2) were then sent to our collaborator at
IAF (Germany), in order to perform PL spectroscopy at RT, including the PL
response with different excitation wavelengths and time-resolved photolumines-
cence (TRPL). This technique allows to measure the lifetime of emitting states of
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Figure 60: Photoluminescence mapping through a single confocal scan, integrating
intensities below 1.97 eV, position of the WSe2 PL emission: a) WSe2 monolayer
above NV centers. b) Close-up of the WSe2 monolayer, after some measurements were
already performed on this setup. Green arrow points to the position of the monolayer.
Damage on the nanosheet for the second image is clear. Measurements were performed
at RT with a 532 nm continuous-wave laser at IAF. Images consist on a scan of 400 x
400 points.

the samples. Using a pulsed laser to excite the material and then using either a
time-correlated single photon counting method or a multi-channel analyzer mod-
ule, the lifetime dynamics of excited states that have a radiative decay channel
can be probed. This technique is needed to confirm if FRET is occurring in our
samples or not, as changes on the lifetime of the donor system occur when FRET
processes are active.

Once the samples arrived to Germany, basic localization of the samples was
performed. Their setup consists in a confocal spectroscopy setup, similar to ours.
It is equipped with an avalanche photodiode (APD) and a filter to take out signals
out of 1.96 eV to avoid unwanted signal. Figs. 60.a and b are single scan images of
µ-PL from the sample before and after time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL)
measurements. First scan has a diagonal variation of intensity from the substrate,
which is due to a small angle between the surface and the detector, hence losing
intensity as it moves away from the center of the sample. The PL signal from
the monolayer is clearly much brighter than the rest of the nanosheet, showing
that it did not suffer any damage during transfer. In the second scan a close-up
of the previous sample is shown and a clear loss of PL in discrete areas appears.
This is possibly due to laser damage when performing the measurements, but the
measurement of PL signal ratifies that this was inconsequential to the measured
data.

Once the nanosheets were localized, PL and TRPL measurements were per-
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formed over the bare NV centers and the areas where WSe2 was transferred onto
them. Measurements were performed at RT using a pulsed laser with a 532 nm
wavelength, with a spectral linewidth of 10 nm and repetition rate of 23 kHz.
Unfortunately, due to time constraints, the measurements over MoSe2 could not
be performed at the time of writing this thesis. PL with varying excitation wave-
length was performed, to see what wavelength would provide optimal excitation.
These measurements are shown in figs. 61.a and b. The broad band from the
NV centers observed by other authors in similar experiments but absent from
our measurements at LT appears at RT, which will be an important point to
discuss later, as the broad band appears at any temperature [198]. The part
from the spectra where the ZPL should be present was cut out from the filtered
area due to the setup constraints to avoid unwanted signals from the diamond
substrate. Comparing the spectra to other reported data at RT confirms that the
ZPL expected emission at this temperature is much weaker than at low temper-
ature [198].

Figure 61: Photoluminescence measurements for multiple excitation wavelengths: a)
Bare NV centers b) WSe2 over NV centers. Measurements were performed at RT by a
variable continuous-wave laser at IAF.

The measured signal from WSe2 seems to be optimally excited at wave-
lengths between 520 and 540 nm, lowering as it moves to lower wavelengths,
similarly to the bare NV centers, which would experimentally confirm a good
match in absorption spectra for FRET. The peak position is slightly shifted rel-
ative to the low temperature one, centered at 1.6621 eV, being present here at
1.62 eV due to the effect on the bandgap of lattice vibrations (phonons) with
temperature [203]. The broadband from NV centers can still be observed, with
lower intensity, due to it being under the WSe2 monolayer.

In fig. 62.a, some examples of TRPL measurements in bare NV centers are
shown. They were fitted to a single exponential, from which we can extract a
mean value of τm, bare NV s = 10± 1 ns, with the error being the standard deviation
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of the fitting. This value is in agreement with previous values reported by our
collaborators in NV centers (≈ 11 ns), but slightly faster than reported values in
literature [184].

Figure 62: Examples of time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) measurements over:
a) Bare NV centers (NVs) b) WSe2 over NV centers (NVs). Measurements were per-
formed at RT using a pulsed laser with a 532 nm wavelength, with a spectral linewidth
of 10 nm and repetition rate of 23 kHz. As counting module, a TimeTagger module from
Swabian Instruments was used, with Qudi integrated. The measurements over bare NV
centers are easily fitted to an exponential decay with mean lifetime of τbareNV s = 10±2
ns, in contrast, the decay of the area where both TMD and NV centers were present
presented fitting difficulties.

In fig. 62.b, some examples of TRPL measurements for WSe2 over the NV
center-filled substrate are shown. The PL signal from WSe2 was more intense,
exhibiting a much faster decay than that of bare NV centers (fig. 62.a). As
a first approach, we could expect this signal to be fitted by a two-exponential
decay, a fast one related to the TMD exciton recombination lifetime and a slow
one primarily associated to the FRET process, as discussed below. The obtained
shorter decay presents a mean value of τm, WSe2 = 0.8 ± 0.2 ns. This value
is longer than the value for WSe2 monolayers grown by CVD used in [184],
and we would expect higher values in mechanically exfoliated monolayers, so our
value is consistent with expectations. The slowest decay can contain PL signal
from uncoupled NVs underneath the WSe2 nanosheets, but also to coupled ones
through the FRET effect. It presents a mean value of τm, NV s = 8 ± 3 ns. It is
slightly shorter than that of bare NVs, but the standard deviation found for this
long decay time under the nanosheet is much higher. These two-exponential fits
were done by using the whole range of the PL transients where signal/noise ratio
is sufficiently high.
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6.7 Discussion

After all available measurements were obtained for the WSe2 sample, some dis-
cussion is pertinent to better understand some of the observed data, as a pre-
liminary study of the NV-WSe2 structure. This will be helpful in reestructuring
future experiments to achieve the main objective of the present work: the obser-
vation of FRET between NV centers and TMD monolayers, checking for possible
improvements on FRET efficiency due to changes in dipole orientation.

The measurements of varying excitation wavelength seem promising, point-
ing to wavelengths between 520 and 540 nm as the optimal excitation wave-
lengths for both NV centers and WSe2, as they seem to present a higher inten-
sity. However, the lifetime measurements provide much more information about
the occurrence of FRET. Firstly, one of the main discrepancies observed between
reported data and our experiment at ICMUV was the lack of the broad emis-
sion band from NV centers in our PL measurements at LT. The fact that this
band should be present is clear, as it has been both reported by other research
groups [198, 204] and our collaborator’s data about the material. According to
the literature, this emission band corresponds to vibrational levels on the NV,
and their intensity depends on the coupling between the optical emission and
the lattice vibrations [198]. It is also present at LT, as reported by different
groups [198,204]. Here, different possibilities arise. Although unlikely, our setup
could be not sensitive enough to be able to distinguish this broadband from the
background noise, as we only measured the ZPL, which should be much brighter
than the broad emission band. Another possibility is that, for some reason, our
measurement setup was somehow quenching the emission of the broadband. This
is less probable, but more interesting to analyse in the future. Thanks to the
upgrades to the capabilities of the setup, future measurements would be able to
discern between these two possibilities.

Secondly, the lifetime results were unclear at a first simple view. Lifetime
data from bare NV centers did match up with both reported literature [184] and
previous measurements from our collaborators. On the other hand, the average
decay time obtained above from fittings of the whole PL transients measured
below the nanosheets are not far from the values of bare NV centers or in other
words, uncoupled by FRET. Our approach to the WSe2-NVs system is built
upon a 300 nm NV center-filled diamond substrate below our WSe2 flake, so we
would expect a certain number of NV centers (at the moment we do not have an
estimation), possibly much higher than in the reported experiment. Moreover, the
depth profile of the NV centers is currently unknown. Assuming an homogeneous
distribution in volume, we would have many NV centers coupling to our WSe2
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flake at different distances. Due to FRET efficiency being highly dependant on
distance, each coupled NV center would contribute differently. See the simplified
scheme depicted in fig. 63.a, the lifetime of each NV center will be less affected
by FRET as z increases until it reaches the bare NV lifetime (τbare NV ). So each
NV center will contribute with a different FRET efficiency, resulting on a more
complex behaviour than a two-exponential decay model.

Figure 63: a) Simplified scheme of the system with a WSe2 monolayer coupling to
a series of NV centers at increasing distances z. Each NV center will couple with a
different efficiency, its lifetime being differently affected as distance increases. A small
table is included with the most relevant cases. b) Histogram of τNV obtained by fitting
the data to a two-exponential decay, by including all data until the signal/noise ratio
is too low (cyan) and restricting the range of data (green), taking out the long decay
component. The range of the lifetime of bare NV centers is marked in grey.

As a test of our hypothesis, we restricted the range of the PL transients
being fitted to the first 9 ns. Now we obtain a secondary decay time several ns
shorter than using the whole range, which means that we have a non-exponential
decay behaviour, as expected from our previous hypothesis of a z-distribution of
NV centers (fig. 63.a). These new fittings in a restricted time range can be also
understood as neglecting long decay times that would correspond to the deepest
NV centers being excited, but not coupled by FRET to our WSe2 monolayer. As
a result, we obtain an average second decay time of 4 ± 1 ns. This value is slightly
shorter than the FRET time measured in the NV-WSe2 system of [184], 6 ns,
associated to a NV center 12 nm deep with Förster radius of 13 nm (according to
the γFRET expression given in section 6.3). More importantly, fig. 63.b shows the
statistics for the long time component of 27 PL transients measured at different
points of the WSe2 monolayer, and how they shift from those obtained by fitting
the whole PL transients. Most of the values range from 2 to 6 ns (green coloured
in fig. 63.b), well below the most probable values obtained from fitting the PL
transients at longer times (blue coloured in fig. 63.b), a distribution that would
be in agreement with our hypothesis of a non negligible random distribution of
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NV centers in the z direction within the 300 nm thick nitrogen-doped diamond
films (fig. 63.a)

Taking all of this into consideration, there are changes that could potentially
improve upon our previous experiment design. Firstly, to finish upon the mea-
surements, exploring MoSe2 for FRET. The list of materials could be extended
for more 2D materials with in-plane electric dipoles, such as 2D perovskites, in
future experiments. Secondly, obtaining more information about the depth pro-
file of the NV centers, or highly reducing the thickness of the layer that contains
them. This will allow for a narrower distribution of lifetime of NV centers, sim-
plifying data analysis.

6.8 Conclusions

In summary, transfer of TMD monolayers upon a substrate filled with nitrogen-
vacancy centers on diamond has been achieved. This was performed with the
purpose of taking a different approach to the NV/TMD system and the possi-
bility of FRET, partly motivated by an already reported experiment [184]. To
achieve Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) between TMDs and NV cen-
ters, WSe2 and MoSe2 samples were exfoliated, and transferred upon prepared
diamond substrates with NV centers present and close to the surface. Room
temperature micro-photoluminescence and TRPL measurements were performed
to measure optimal excitation wavelength and lifetime of both bare NV centers,
WSe2 and NV centers beneath it, pointing towards FRET occurring in the sam-
ple prepared for the experiments. However, some discrepancies between our data
and the reported experiment were found that were discussed and analysed. Fu-
ture experiments will be directed to consolidate these achievements with other
2D materials, as MoSe2 and 2D perovskites.
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7 Conclusions

This thesis has approached the topic of 2D semiconductor research as an attempt
on pushing the boundaries of research with some of the most recent materials in
the current age, such as 2D perovskites, while while developing new studies on
relatively well known materials, such as hBN and TMDs. The whole experimental
process, from the sample preparation to the optical characterization, has been
covered, trying to shine a light on the experimental problems found when working
with 2D materials. In chapter 2, an attempt to cover the whole set of experimental
techniques used in this thesis has been made while also describing the setups used
with the available equipment. Due to the work being almost fully experimental,
trying to complement this work with comparison with theoretical solutions, both
analytical and numerical, has also been essential to some of the work performed
here.

Next, our work on color defects in hBN was described in chapter 3. This
project started as a way to explore the possibility of obtaining single-photon
emitters with stable RT emission in a material typically used as an insulator in
applications with 2D materials. A different post-treatment was proposed, con-
sisting on thermal and ozone treatment. It was proven to enhance both genera-
tion of color defects and their quality. Samples with emitting color defects from
nanosheets with different thickness were studied, both in quantity and quality. A
wide range of defects with different emission energies were measured and differ-
ent possibilities for their origin were proposed. The nanosheet thickness had little
effect in the range of emission energies found in these experiments. The effect of
the substrate on generation and quality of the emitters was checked; particularly,
dielectric and metallic finished substrates such as bare Si, SiO2/Si, Al/SiO2/Si,
Au/SiO2/Si were used. Gold-finished substrate was found to quench emitters
with energies lower than 1.9 eV, which could be profited for future selection of
emitters. Bare Si was identified as the best substrate from the point of view
of emission enhancement and angular emission pattern, as demonstrated by a
numerical calculation of the far-field emission of the emitters.

Chapter 4 was devoted to the study of ((PEA)2(MA)n−1PbnI3n+1) capped
with hBN . This capping was first tried as a protecting agent of the 2D per-
ovskite against environmental degradation and laser damage/photodegradation,
as negative effects typically observed in perovskites. Furthermore, the hBN is
capping the topmost layer of the perovskite, the only one exposed to air. As
a consequence, the PL emission from the 2D perovskite underneath suffered a
drastic change, from showing a relatively broad Gaussian emission line to four
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differentiated narrow lines with Lorentzian shapes. These four peaks can be at-
tributed to the fine-structure splitting of two different exciton transitions, which
was measured only in high quality 2D perovskite samples [22, 139]. A similar
result was also found for n = 2. We applied a spectral diffusion model that was
able to nicely replicate the change of behaviour in our system, without and with
hBN -capping. The microscopic origin of such spectral diffusion was attributed to
random fluctuations which created a stochastic electric field that induced a Stark
shift, broadening the emission lines. The effect of hBN -capping was causing
then an effective reduction of active charges at the surface of the 2D perovskite.
As an hypothesis, we have related these fluctuations to the molecular reorienta-
tion of the organic molecules at the upper layer of the 2D perovskite. That is,
these molecules are fixed in inner 2D layers, as compared to the topmost layer
where the molecules can be partially free to move. Once we add hBN -capping
we clamp the movement of these organic chains through van der Waals forces.
To test this hypothesis, we built a geometrical model to see how atoms of the
hBN lattice could overlap with these organic chains as a function of angle of the
superposition of both crystal lattices. The overlap values, directly comparable
to the active fluctuation centres reduction by hBN -capping calculated through
the spectral diffusion model, was found to be slightly lower than the ones exper-
imentally calculated. This reinforced our hypothesis of van der Waals clamping,
even if a more complex model would be needed to accurately represent the real
system.

Chapter 5 contains the work done on InxGa1−xSe, a layered ternary com-
pound, as an intermediary case between InSe and GaSe, both III-VI layered
semiconductors. The purpose of our work was to correlate the possible energy
shift in the exciton transition with the gallium concentration in several nanosheets
exfoliated from different alloys and differentiate it from the energy shift associated
to quantum confinement by the thickness reduction of the nanosheets. Particu-
larly in the case of the alloy with xnominal = 0.95, we have measured consistent PL
peak energies for xreal ≈ xnominal, 1.306 eV. In the cases of alloys with xnominal =

0.9 and xnominal = 0.05, we can obtain good quality nanosheets with bulk emis-
sion at 1.309 and 1.97 eV, i.e., with xreal not far from 0.95 and 0.025, indicating
a possible segregation of Ga or In, respectively, towards the surface of the ingots
or a low-quality surface. In these three alloys, we were able to identify nanosheets
with emission energy comparable to InSe and Gase nanosheets thinner than 9
nm, hence exhibiting quantum confinement. Contrarily, for xnominal = 0.85, the
exfoliated nanosheets were mainly bulk-like and presented emission at two very
different energies, 1.40 and 1.29 eV, i.e., very close to the expected values for
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xreal = 0.82 and pure InSe, respectively. These results point our to a very in-
homogeneous distribution of Ga inside the ingot, with zones where Ga seems to
not be substitutionally incorporated to the crystal lattice. XPS measurements
have allowed a deeper insight into these alloys, pointing towards the experimental
confirmation of the effect of gallium/indium inclusion in InSe/GaSe structures
revealed by the optical characterization. More accurate measurements of XPS
and AFM-PL (at the same nanosheets) would be required on newly grown crys-
tals in order to avoid the presence of oxygen at the nanosheets.

Finally, chapter 6 presents our preliminary work related to combining TMDs
and NV centers in order to observe FRET. As a similar work was previously re-
ported by another group, our proposal was to introduce two main improvements.
The first one was, thanks to the collaboration with Xavier Vidal from the Fraun-
hofer Institute for Applied Solid State Physics (IAF), an improved substrate with
all grown NV centers crystallographically aligned along the same direction, di-
rectly coupling with the emitting exciton dipole in the TMDs (in-plane). This
would, theoretically, not only enhance the PL emission, but also enhance the NV-
TMD FRET rate. Secondly, we prepared nanosheets of two TMDs, MoSe2 and
WSe2, even if only data for WSe2 was measured. The PL transients measured
in the WSe2 nanosheet were exhibiting a strong non-exponential behaviour with
a long decay time that can be identified as uncoupled NV centers, but other were
exhibiting clearly much shorter times, within the range of 2-6 ns, clearly associ-
ated to NV centers at sufficiently short distances (< 12 nm) from the nanosheets.
Therefore, in these cases, NV centers were clearly coupled to the nanosheet and
hence showing FRET. These results are technologically interesting, as NV centers
have been considered as one of the most promising candidates for implementing
quantum technologies. FRET has also been presented as paving the way to build
multi-functional sensors with TMDs and NV centers, as FRET does not hamper
the magnetic sensing properties of the NV centers [184].
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A Materials used in this thesis

Chapter 3 :

The hBN nanosheets colloidal solution was bought at Graphene Supermarket.
This solution consisted in few-layer hBN nanosheets with lateral size of 50-200
nm and thicknesses of 1-5 monolayers dispersed on water/ethanol (5.4 mg/L). The
methods to prepare the samples and generate color defects is already detailed in
chapter 3.

Chapter 4 :

2D perovskite crystales were prepared by modifying a synthetic procedure re-
ported elsewhere [205] by the team of Iván Mora from UJI (Universidad Jaume
I, in Castellón de la Plana (Spain)). The following paragraph discusses the syn-
thesis of PEA2PbI4 (n = 1). For Solution A, PbO powder (1116 mg, 5 mmol)
was dissolved in a mixture of 57% w/w aqueous HI solution (5.0 mL, 38 mmol)
and 50% aqueous H3PO2 (0.85 mL, 7.75 mmol) by heating it to boiling under
vigorous stirring for about 10 min. Then, it is possible to see the formation of a
bright yellow solution. For Solution B, in a separate beaker, C6H5CH2CH2NH2

(phenetylamine, PEA) (628 µL, 5 mmol) was neutralised with HI 57% w/w (2.5
mL, 19 mmol) in an ice bath, resulting in a clear pale-yellow solution. If a solid
precipitate / the formation of a suspension is observed, it is possible to heat it
slightly until it dissolves. Once both solutions have been prepared, we proceed
to slowly add Solution B to Solution A. The quick addition of Solution A could
produce a precipitate, which could be subsequently dissolved by heating the com-
bined solution to boiling. After this, the solution was kept at the boiling point
for 10 min; stirring was then discontinued, and the solution was left to cool to
room temperature. During this time, orange rectangular-shaped plates started
to crystallise. The crystallisation was deemed to be complete after 1 hour. The
crystals were isolated by suction filtration and thoroughly dried under reduced
pressure. The obtained single crystals were washed with cold diethyl ether.

The following paragraph concerns the synthesis of PEA2MAPb2I7 (n = 2).
For Solution A, PbO powder (1116 mg, 5 mmol) was dissolved in a mixture of
57% w/w aqueous HI solution (5.0 mL, 38 mmol) and 50% aqueous H3PO2 (0.85
mL, 7.75 mmol) by heating it to boiling under vigorous stirring for about 5 min
and forming a yellow solution. Then, CH3NH3Cl powder (169 mg, 2.5 mmol)
was added very slowly to the hot yellow solution, causing the precipitation of a
black precipitate, which rapidly redissolved under stirring to create a clear, bright
yellow solution. For Solution B, in a separate beaker, C6H5CH2CH2NH2 (PEA)
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(880 µL, 7 mmol) was neutralised with HI 57 % w/w (2.5 mL, 19 mmol) in an ice
bath, resulting in a clear pale-yellow solution. The addition of the PEAI solution
to the PbI2 solution initially produced a black precipitate, which was dissolved by
heating the combined solution to boiling. After discontinuing stirring, the solution
was cooled to room temperature and cherry-red crystals started to emerge. The
precipitation was deemed to be complete after∼1 hour. The crystals were isolated
by suction filtration and thoroughly dried under reduced pressure. The material
was washed with cold diethyl ether.

Chapter 5 :

The ternary compounds InxGa1−xSe, for x = 0.95, 0.9, 0.85 and 0.05, were
grown as ingots by the Bridgman method, where heating polycristalline material
(precursors) above its melting point and slowly cooling it over a seed crystal.
Then, a crystal with the same crystallographic orientation as the seed crystal will
progressively grow along the length of the container.

In this case, InSe served as the precursor material, and progressively bigger
quantities of gallium were added to the mix to obtain the rest of concentrations
in each case.

Chapter 6 :

The following list of TMDs were used throughout the thesis :

• WSe2 : Bought at hq graphene in the form of big, metallic flakes. Purity
over 99.995

• MoSe2 : Bought at 2D Semiconductors in the form of small, metallic flakes.
Grown by flux zone growth in around 3 months to minimise defects and
halide contamination.

• WS2 : Bought at 2D Semiconductors in the form of small, metallic flakes.
Grown by flux zone growth in around 3 months to minimise defects and
halide contamination.

• MoS2 : Grown by the crystal growers at the Applied Physics and Electro-
magnetism department from Physics Faculty of University of Valencia.

The diamond substrates with nitrogen-vacancy centers were grown in Ger-
many, at the Fraunhofer Institute for Applied Solid State Physics (IAF). The
method is already detailed in section 6.
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B List of abbreviations
• 2D: Two-dimensional
• AC: Alternating current

• AFM: Atomic force microscope

• APD : Avalanche photodiode

• CCD: Charge-coupled device

• CMOS: Complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor

• CLQB: Covalent-like quasi-bonding

• CVD: Chemical vapour deposition

• FETs: Field effect transistors
• FRET: Förster resonance energy transfer

• FSS: Fine-structure splitting

• FWHM: Full width half maximum
• FX: Free excitons
• hBN: Hexagonal boron nitride.

• LT: Low temperature

• LWD: Long working distance

• NA: Numerical aperture

• NV/NVs: Nitrogen-vacancy, nitrogen-vacancy centers

• OC: Optical contrast

• ODMR: Optically detected magnetic resonance

• PL: Photoluminescence
• PTC: Positive temperature coefficient

• QED: Quantum electrodynamics

• RET: Resonance energy transfer

• RT: Room temperature

• S2QUIP: Scalable Two-Dimensional Quantum Integrated Photonics

• SCD: Single-crystal diamond

• SD: Side-band
• SF: Sensitivity Factor

• SPM: Scanning probe microscopy

• TEM: Transmission electron microscopy

• TMDs: Transition metal dichalcogenides

• TRPL: Time-resolved photoluminescence

• TX: Trapped excitons

• USB: Universal serial bus
• UV: Ultraviolet
• XPS: X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
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• ZPL: Zero phonon line
• µ-PL: Micro-photoluminescence
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C Resumen en castellano

Hace décadas, se creía que los materiales bidimensionales (2D) eran termodinámi-
camente inestables a cualquier temperatura finita, debido a las fluctuaciones tér-
micas propias de la estructura cristalina. A pesar de ello, el concepto de grafeno
fue explorado de forma teórica en 1947 por P. R. Wallace como una forma de
entender mejor la estructura del grafito, a través de capas de grafeno. A partir
de este estudio, hubo algunos intentos de conseguir grafeno, monocapa o multi-
capa, y se consiguieron medir a través de microscopía electrónica de transmisión
(TEM) alrededor de 1948. Para conseguir muestras de grafeno, se utilizaron difer-
entes métodos, desde crecer grafito encima de otros materiales a reducir óxido de
grafito para obtener muestras similares al grafeno que permitieran explorar sus
propiedades. Sin embargo, no fue hasta que Novoselov y Geim obtuvieron grafeno
en 2004 a través de la separación micromecánica de capas mediante el uso de cinta
adhesiva, que el campo de los materiales 2D realmente empezó a estudiarse de
forma más amplia. Transferir este grafeno a un sustrato de óxido de silicio SiO2

sobre silicio Si, permitió la observación de grafeno por medio de contraste óptico,
sin requerir imágenes de TEM. Se utilizó también para medir por primera vez el
efecto Hall cuántico a temperature ambiente .

Desde ese punto, el campo de los materiales 2D no ha dejado de crecer, año
tras año. Se comenzaron a exfoliar otros semiconductores con estructura de capas
usando cinta adhesiva, obteniendo monocapas de: dicalcogénidos de metales de
transición (TMDs, 2005), nitruro de boro hexagonal (hBN, 2005), fósforo negro
(BP, fosforeno, 2014 )... Cada uno de ellos posee propiedades diferentes cuando se
exfolia lo suficiente a las de su forma macroscópica. Además, gracias a su estruc-
tura planar, se pueden montar unos sobre otros para crear heteroestructuras con
propiedades añadidas que ninguno de los materiales poseía de forma individual.
Un gran ejemplo reciente es la heteroestructura compuesta por una monocapa
de grafeno sobre otra, ligeramente rotada respecto a su eje cristalográfico. Bajo
ciertas condiciones, esta heteroestructura se comporta como un superconduc-
tor bidimensional. Como las combinaciones de materiales 2D son prácticamente
ilimitadas, otra de las líneas posibles de investigación es la de montar distintas
combinaciones de estos materiales buscando propiedades.

¿Qué son los materiales 2D exactamente? Técnicamente, un material bidi-
mensional estaría restringido a aquellos que están compuestos por una única
capa de grosor atómico, como grafeno o hBN. Sin embargo, la definición suele
incluir a los materiales que al reducir su grosor experimentan cambios en sus
propiedades respecto a las que posee en su forma macroscópica. Por ejemplo, los
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TMDs sufren cambios cuando son exfoliados de bicapa a monocapa, pasando de
ser semiconductores de banda prohibida indirecta a directa. Sin embargo, para
otros materiales la aparición de efectos debido a confinamiento cuántico sucede
antes, ya que este efecto está relacionado directamente con la extensión espacial
y carácter de las funciones de onda electrónicas en el material. InSe y GaSe

sufren un corrimiento de su energía de emisión hacia el azul de forma gradual a
medida que van perdiendo grosor. Otro caso, como es el de las perovskitas 2D de
tipo Ruddlesden-Popper, no experimentan grandes cambios al reducir su grosor
gracias a su estructura de pozo cuántico, que resulta en una interacción negligible
entre las capas.

La estructura de los materiales exfoliables está compuesta por monocapas
atómicas, montadas unas sobre otras con una secuencia particular y sujetas entre
ellas por fuerzas de van der Waals. Gracias a esta estructura, el material en su
forma macroscópica tiene fuertes enlaces dentro de la misma capa y más débiles
entre capas, permitiendo entonces su exfoliación. Esto se consigue a través de
técnicas mecánicas, como la previamente mencionada técnicas de la cinta adhe-
siva, o mediante métodos químicos, como exfoliación líquida o intercalación de
litio. Hay también métodos para crecer las monocapas químicamente, por ejem-
plo a través de deposición química por vapor (CVD). La calidad cristalina de
las monocapas obtenidas mediante técnicas mecánicas suele ser más alta que las
crecidas químicamente, pero se trata de un método no escalable a grandes super-
ficies. Los últimos avances han presentado un método de exfoliación asistida por
oro que permite obtener monocapas de tamaño lateral macroscópico y de alta
calidad.

Como cada material 2D tiene su propio set de propiedades, a medida que se
consiguen exfoliar o sintetizar nuevos se van añadiendo posibilidades a la "caja de
herramientas" del campo de los materiales 2D. Entre ellas, se han encontrado ma-
teriales con propiedades ópticas mejoradas (respecto a su forma macroscópica),
desde mejor emisión a mayor respuesta no-lineal, propiedades eléctricas, magnéti-
cas, aislantes... Gracias además a la posibilidad de montar heteroestructuras con
ellos fácilmente, estas propiedades se expanden, permitiendo la construcción de
transistores 2D, la obtención de superconductividad o dispositivos de alta eficien-
cia eléctrica. Sumado a que estos materiales pueden ser dopados, la versatilidad
de los materiales 2D aumenta todavía más. En el contexto tecnológico actual, los
materiales 2D son particularmente atractivos debido a que podrían llegar a incor-
porarse en estructuras ya utilizadas en nuestra tecnología actual, ampliando las
posibilidades de los circuitos basados en silicio. Otras líneas de investigación se
han centrado más en la implementación de estos materiales en dispositivos para
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uso médico, sensado o incluso para productos electrónicos flexibles. El campo
de los materiales 2D tiene todavía mucho camino por recorrer, a pesar de que
lo ya recorrido ya demostrado que el interés en estos materiales estaba más que
justificado.

El objetivo de esta tesis es el de explorar materiales 2D que todavía no han
sido completamente explorados, y en encontrar técnicas o configuraciones que per-
mitan estudiar más en profundidad materiales ya conocidos. Todo el trabajo está
centrado en la caracterización óptica y en las propiedades y futuras aplicaciones
de los materiales 2D en el campo de la fotónica. Ya que cuenta con una gran carga
experimental, esta tesis incluirá detalles sobre los procesos y técnicas mediante
las cuales los materiales 2D son exfoliados, preparados y transferidos para montar
una muestra caracterizable. Las técnicas utilizadas se pueden clasificar en aque-
llas que se utilizaron para preparación, como la exfoliación micromecánica y la
transferencia determinista de nanocapas, y las que se utilizaron para caracterizar
los materiales. Dentro de éstas, se utilizaron técnicas de caracterización óptica:
microscopía, espectroscopía de fotoluminiscencia y Raman. Además de las ópti-
cas, se utilizó también espectroscopía de fotoelectrones de rayos X y microscopía
de fuerza atómica, para complementar estas primeras técnicas con más informa-
ción sobre los materiales. Todas estas técnicas y equipos utilizados a lo largo de
la tesis serán descritos en el segundo capítulo, junto con el trabajo realizado para
poner a punto una caja de guantes inoperativa, convirtiéndola en una estación
para preparación y caracterización óptica de muestras 2D.

A continuación, se trata el trabajo realizado sobre emisores de color en ni-
truro de boro hexagonal (hBN). Este material es un aislante bidimensional
con una banda prohibida ancha, alrededor de 6 eV y una energía de enlace del
excitón de 130 meV. Debido a que se trata de un material muy estable quími-
camente además de aislante, se suele utilizar para proteger otros materiales en
heteroestructuras. Además de esto, se descubrió que podía tener defectos de
color a temperatura ambiente (RT). Estos defectos pueden tener emisión fotón
a fotón, lo que sería interesante conseguir en condiciones ambientales estándar.
Estos defectos se han estudiado bastante, aunque su origen físico es todavía de-
sconocido. Tienen una emisión muy intensa y estable dentro del rango óptico,
tanto a baja como alta temperatura. Estos defectos se pueden crear a través de
irradiación con haces de electrones de alta de energía, haces de iones de oxígeno,
láseres pulsados y otros métodos como tratamiento por plasma. Las muestras
fueron preparadas a partir de una solución coloidal de muestras de hBN , deposi-
tada en un sustrato precalentado de óxido de silicio, y secada al aire. Tras ello,
se le aplicaba un tratamiento de ozono a la muestra durante 10 minutos. Para
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determinar el grosor y la calidad cristalina de las muestras, éstas se estudiaron a
través de espectroscopía Raman, un método que estudia la dispersión inelástica
de los fotones. De esta forma, se determinó que el grosor de las muestras era
de una a cinco monocapas. Para probar si el método para crear estos defectos
estaba siendo el apropiado, se utilizaron medidas de micro-fotoluminiscencia. De
esta forma, se vio que calentar el sustrato mejoraba la calidad de emisión y la
concentración de los defectos encontrados. Además, el tratamiento de la super-
ficie con ozono revela una clara mejora en la señal de la emisión de los defectos,
tanto por reducción de la señal de fondo como por mejora de la señal de la ZPL
(línea de cero fonones).

El estudio continuó sobre uno de los mejores emisores medidos, encontrado
a través del escaneo de la muestra mediante micro-PL. Su pico de emisión más
intensa está centrada en 2.13 eV, con una banda fonónica de réplica sobre 1.95
eV. Sin embargo, dependiendo del tipo de defecto, se puede encontrar emisión
desde 1.56 eV hasta 2.27 eV, siendo 2.16 eV el valor más probable. Se estudiaron
también los efectos asociados a usar distintos sustratos, siendo estos: SiO2, Si,
Al y Au. Se observó que SiO2 ayudaba a que hubiese un mayor número de
emisores, mientras que el oro era el que menos. Mediante espectroscopía de
rayos X, se observó que el sustrato de aluminio estaba oxidado, presentando un
comportamiento similar al del silicio y óxido de silicio, mientras que el oro estaría
limitando la emisión de los defectos creados cuya energía estuviera por debajo de
1.9 eV. A continuación, se realizaron simulaciones de campo lejano de la estructura
que concordaban en gran parte con los resultados experimentalmente obtenidos.
El trabajo de este capítulo refuerza el hecho de que la calidad estructural de las
muestras de hBN y su superficie son críticas para observar una intensa y estable
emisión fotoluminescente. Además, aunque el origen físico de los defectos sigue
en debate, los resultados apuntan hacia que están mayormente situados en la
superficie.

En el siguiente capítulo, se describe una técnica mecánica para acceder a
la estructura fina de las perovskitas bidimensionales, mediante la transferencia
de hBN sobre éstas. Concretamente, trabajamos con perovskitas con la fórmula
(PEA)2(MA)n−1PbnI3n+1, de tipo Ruddlesden-Popper, para n = 1 y 2. Sinteti-
zadas por nuestros colaboradores del grupo de Iván Mora en la UJI (Universidad
Jaume I, en Castellón de la Plana (Spain)), están compuestas por celdas inorgáni-
cas octahédricas, unidas a cadenas orgánicas largas que sirven como espaciadores
entre las capas del material. La motivación para iniciar la investigación presen-
tada en este capítulo fue la de estudiar los efectos de hBN al colocarla sobre las
capas de perovskita. Se trata de una estructura que ya se conocía, pero solo se
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había investigado en cuanto a las capacidades del hBN para proteger a la per-
ovskita de degradación debido a efectos ambientales e irradiación láser al medirla.
Cuando medíamos PL sobre las muestras de perovskita a baja temperatura, es-
perábamos observar los picos de emisión correspondientes a la estructura fina del
material, reportados en la literatura. Sin embargo al medir estos picos intensos y
estrechos no se observaban. Lo medido en este caso eran picos gaussianos, anchos
y menos intensos, alrededor de las mismas energías. Al medir sobre perovskita
cubierta por hBN , estos picos estrechos sí aparecían en el espectro. Nuestra
hipótesis de inicio fue entonces que, debido a que el material es muy sensible a
cambios en su método de síntesis, una baja calidad cristalina o defectos en la per-
ovskita podrían estar ocultando la estructura fina debido a procesos de difusión
espectral. Al transferir el hBN , este ensanchamiento de los picos desaparece y
por tanto, se revela la estructura fina.

La caracterización del material se realizó primero a través de microscopía
óptica, revelando que las muestras son más gruesas que lo usual para otros ma-
teriales bidimensionales con los que hemos trabajado. Debido a su estructura,
esto no debería ser un problema, pero para tener más información sobre esta
magnitud, se midieron por AFM, obteniendo valores entre 100 y 200 nm. A tem-
peratura ambiente, las muestras de n = 1 tienen una emisión dominante en 2.360
eV, atribuida a excitones libres (FE), junto con un pequeño pico atribuido a exci-
tones atrapados (TX) a más bajas energías, 2.319 eV. En el caso de n = 2, estos
picos están desplazados a 2.151 eV y 2.098 eV, respectivamente. A continuación,
se prepararon mediante transferencia determinística las muestras de hBN sobre
áreas de muestras de perovskita, para n = 1 y 2. De esta forma, dentro de la
misma muestra se podía medir tanto en áreas sin y con hBN , permitiendo una
comparación directa entre las dos situaciones.

Las medidas se realizaron a baja temperatura, y se encontró que, para n = 1,
la emisión sin hBN está centrada en 2.343 eV (FX), con un pico débil a 2.305 eV
(TX). Ajustando la emisión a varias Gaussianas, aparece la combinación de dos
gaussianas, en 2.342 y 2.345 eV, que corresponderían a las transiciones X2 y X3

reportadas en la literatura. Midiendo sobre el área con hBN , se revelan cuatro
transiciones con comportamiento Lorentziano, reduciendo su FWHM respecto
el caso gaussiano. De la misma forma, en n = 2, se mide un pico dominante
que puede ser ajustado a dos gaussianas en 2.153 y 2.155 eV, que de nuevo
son atribuibles a las transiciones X2 y X3. De nuevo, al medir sobre el área
con hBN , se revelan cuatro lorentzianas, esta vez de distinta intensidad entre
ellas. A partir de las distancias entre estos picos de emisión, se puede calcular
la separación por estructura fina (FSS). Haciendo la media entre todas nuestras
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muestras, estos valores son de: ∆m, n=1
2 = 1.00 ± 0.10 meV, ∆m, n=1

3 = 1.25 ±
0.10 meV, ∆m, n=2

2 = 1.43 ± 0.10 meV y ∆m, n=2
3 = 1.56 ± 0.10 meV. Estos valores

son comparables a los reportados en la literatura para FSS de estos materiales, y
mayores que los reportados para nanocristales de perovskita y otros materiales.

El trabajo de este capítulo continuó explorando el origen de esta mejora de
la emisión gracias al hBN . Aplicando las ecuaciones correspondientes al fenó-
meno de difusión espectral, se observó que se podía modelizar la transición de
los picos en su estado Gaussiano a Lorentziano usando un modelo estocástico,
reforzando nuestra hipótesis. Sin embargo, este modelo por sí mismo no arroja
respuestas al origen de esta difusión. La explicamos mediante un campo eléctrico
estocástico creado por fluctuaciones en la superficie de la muestra, que induciría
por efecto Stark un cambio en la energía de emisión, ensanchando inhomogénea-
mente los picos de emisión de la transición y resultando en la emisión gaussiana
en las áreas sin hBN . Esto lo analizamos a través de un modelo de N trampas
sin correlacionar, donde cada trampa contribuye un ∆ al efecto Stark. Asum-
iendo que las fluctuaciones aleatorias están directamente correlacionadas con los
cambios dinámicos del sistema, se pueden continuar usando las ecuaciones previ-
amente utilizadas para el modelo estocástico de difusión espectral. A través de
este modelo, se llega a obtener los límites inferiores para la reducción de centros
de fluctuación gracias a la transferencia del hBN sobre la perovskita.

Para justificar cómo el hBN reduce estas fluctuaciones, nos fijamos en la
capa superior del material, en la que las cadenas orgánicas, usualmente unidas
por fuerzas de van der Waals a la siguiente capa, están completamente sueltas,
libres de reorientarse. Estos movimientos podrían ser la causa de las fluctuaciones
en la superficie, que se verían reducidos cuando el hBN se transfiere encima, ya
que esas cadenas orgánicas se enlazarían por fuerzas de van der Waals. Para estu-
diar esta hipótesis, montamos un modelo basado en la superposición geométrica
de las estructuras cristalinas. Los valores obtenidos se acercan al límite inferior
calculado previamente para la reducción de fluctuaciones, con lo cual sería con-
sistente con la hipótesis, aunque más efectos tendrían que tenerse en cuenta para
acercarse más a la realidad. Los estudios previos sobre encapsulación de perovski-
tas con hBN se centraban en la protección de la misma, sin embargo, nosotros
hemos probado que tan solo con cubrir la muestra se consigue una mejora de la
señal, revelando la estructura fina que en muestras con baja calidad cristalina
está oculta.

Después, se describirá el trabajo de caracterización óptica y electrónica re-
alizada sobre muestras de InxGa1−xSe, una aleación de indio In, galio Ga y
selenio Se. La motivación para este capítulo era correlacionar el posible cambio
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en la energía de emisión del material respecto al galio añadido, y diferenciar este
cambio del asociado al confinamiento cuántico debido a la reducción del grosor
de las muestras. El método para conseguir esto fue tomar imágenes de micro-
scopía óptica en todas las muestras medidas, de forma que se pudiera obtener
el contraste óptico de las nanocapas. A través de analizar estos resultados, se
podía discernir entre muestras gruesas y más finas, permitiendo entonces distin-
guir entre valores de emisión afectados o no por el confinamiento cuántico. En el
caso de la aleación con xnominal = 0.95, medimos energías de emisión consistentes
para xreal ≈ xnominal, 1.306 eV. Para las aleaciones con valores xnominal = 0.9 y
xnominal = 0.05, obtenemos nanocapas con buena calidad y emisión de sus mues-
tras más gruesas en 1.309 y 1.97 eV, i.e., con un valor de xreal cerca de 0.95 y
0.025, indicando una posible segregación de galio o indio, respectivamente, hacia
la superficie de los lingotes crecidos, o una superficie de baja calidad. En estas tres
aleaciones, pudimos identificar nanocapas delgadas (gracias al contraste óptico)
con energías de emisión comparables a nanocapas de InSe y GaSe más delgadas
que 9 nm, por lo tanto comprobando que exhibian confinamiento cuántico. Por el
contrario, para xnominal = 0.85, las nanocapas exfoliadas eran mayoritariamente
gruesas, y presentaban emisión a dos energías muy diferentes, 1.40 y 1.29 eV, i.e.,
muy cerca de los valores esperados para xreal = 0.82 e InSe puro, respectiva-
mente. Estos resultados nos llevan a pensar que hay una distribución muy poco
homogénea del galio dentro del lingote, con zonas donde el galio no ha sustitu-
ido al indio al incorporarse a la estructura cristalina. A través de medidas de
XPS, pudimos obtener más información sobre la superficie de los lingotes de los
cuales se extrajeron las muestras. A pesar de la exfoliación de la superficie, se
pudo medir señal proviniente de oxígeno en todas las muestras, indicando que la
oxidación había penetrado el material. La señal de selenio era bastante débil en
las tres muestras con xnominal = 0.95, 0.9 y 0.85, la hipótesis siendo que dada
la volatilidad del selenio, problemas en el crecimiento podrían estar ayudando al
selenio a escapar del cristal en estas muestras. Sin embargo, el efecto de estas
vacancias de selenio es difícil de discernir con el número de factores en juego en
estas muestras. La señal de indio de las muestras seguía lo esperado, sin embargo,
las medidas de xnominal = 0.85 presentaban un nivel de indio más bajo del esper-
ado, comparable al de xnominal = 0.05. La señal de galio se mostraba ausente en
estas muestras. Esto, sumado al análisis óptico, refuerza nuestra hipótesis sobre
la inclusión de galio/indio en las estructuras de InSe/GaSe. Futuras medidas de
XPS y AFM-PL (en las mismas nanocapas) serían requeridas en cristales crecidos
nuevamente para evitar o reducir la presencia de oxígeno en las nanocapas.

Como último proyecto, se tratará la ocurrencia de FRET (Transferencia
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resonante de energía de Förster) en un sistema formado por TMDs y centros
nitrógeno-vacante en diamante (centros NV). Como un trabajo similar ya había
sido reportado por otro grupo, nuestras intenciones fueron las de introducir dos
mejoras principales. La primera fue, gracias a la colaboración con Xavier Vidal del
Fraunhofer Institute for Applied Solid State Physics (IAF), un sustrato mejorado
con todos los centros NV alineados en la misma dirección, elegida para acoplar
más directamente con el dipolo de emisión en los TMDs (dentro del plano). Esto,
teóricamente, permitiría mejorar la señal de PL del TMD y a su vez, mejorar la
eficiencia del FRET en el sistema NV-TMD. Además, preparamos nanocapas de
dos TMDs, MoSe2 y WSe2, aunque finalmente solo se midiera la de WSe2. Se
obtuvieron medidas de PL a baja temperatura del sistema, consiguiendo medir
tanto la emisión de la monocapa de WSe2 como la ZPL de los centros NV. Sin
embargo, no conseguimos medir la banda ancha de emisión asistida por fonones
proveniente de los centros NV que acompaña a la ZPL, incluso a baja temper-
atura. Las medidas de PL que se realizaron a temperatura ambiente variando la
longitud de onda de excitación permitieron medir la óptima para conseguir una
máxima excitación, y se encontraba entre los 520 y 540 nm.

Los resultados de TRPL medidos directamente sobre el sustrato repleto de
centros NV (a temperatura ambiente) nos permitieron medir un comportamiento
mono-exponencial que respondía a un tiempo medio de 10 ns, consistente con
los resultados reportados y con datos experimentales de nuestros colaboradores.
Sin embargo, los resultados medidos sobre la muestra de WSe2 exhibían un com-
portamiento no-exponencial que requirió de un análisis más completo. Esto se
debe a que cada centro NV acoplará con una eficiencia diferente a la monocapa,
debido a que se encuentra a una distancia diferente. Tomando todos los datos
que presentaban un ratio señal/ruido alto se pudo extraer una componente de
tiempo largo que se identificó directamente como perteneciente a los centros NV
que no se habían acoplado por FRET a la monocapa de WSe2, con un tiempo
directamente comparable al previamente medido. A través de limitar el tiempo
incluido en los ajustes, se consigue obtener, mediante un ajuste a dos exponen-
ciales, el tiempo corto que correspondería a la emisión excitónica de la monocapa
de WSe2 (τWSe2 = 0.8 ± 0.2 ns) y tiempos más largos, que corresponderían a
emisión afectada por FRET. El valor medio obtenido para estos tiempos es de 8
ns. Es más corto que el medido previamente para los centros NV por separado,
confirmando que FRET estaba sucediendo en nuestro sistema. Sin embargo, es-
perábamos conseguir un tiempo bastante más corto, debido a los cambios que
introdujimos en el sistema.

Restringiendo aún más el rango de datos incluido en el ajuste a los primeros
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9 nanosegundos, las componentes de tiempo más largo no son incluidas, de forma
que el ajuste permite extraer tiempo más cortos (aparte del tiempo corto inher-
ente a la emisión excitónica de la monocapa de WSe2), asociados a la emisión
afectada por FRET. El tiempo medio obtenido para estos ajustes con datos re-
stringidos fue de 4 ns. Este valor es más corto que el reportado, 6 ns, que estaba
asociado a un centro NV que se encontrara 12 nm por debajo de la monocapa, con
un radio Förster de 13 nm. Además, se preparó un histograma de los resultados
obtenidos para cada set de datos, mostrando que la mayoría de valores van de 2 a
6 ns, bastante por debajo de los valores obtenidos incluyendo las componentes de
tiempo largo, reforzando nuestra idea de que la distribución de centros NV que
tenemos en la muestra se extiende en la dirección z dentro del sustrato de 300
nm de grosor de diamante dopado con nitrógeno. Con esto, podemos confirmar
que conseguimos FRET en nuestro sistema, y además tenemos puntos donde los
tiempos son más cortos de lo reportado. Futuros experimentos podrían trabajar
sobre estos resultados, por ejemplo extendiendo la lista de materiales medidos a
otros con el dipolo eléctrico dentro del plano como los TMDs, como por ejemplo
las perovskitas 2D. Otro cambio podría consistir en reducir el grosor del sustrato
de diamante dopado con nitrógeno, de forma que la distribución de centros NV
fuera conocida, o estuviera a una distancia concreta de la monocapa. Esto permi-
tiría un estudio más simple del comportamiento del sistema, y además controlar
la eficiencia del proceso FRET. Esta nueva tanda de experimentos se podría re-
alizar también a baja temperatura, para conseguir una emisión más estrecha.
Los resultados conseguidos son tecnológicamente interesantes, dado que los cen-
tros NV se están considerando como uno de los candidatos más prometedores
para implementar tecnologías cuánticas. Además, FRET se ha mostrado como
una forma de preparar sensores multi-funcionales combinando TMDs y centros
NV, ya que FRET no reduce las capacidades de sensado magnético de los centros
NV.
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